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We define systems of uniaxial type, which generalize Maxwell’s system of 
equations for uniaxial crystals. We compute the geometric invariants of these 
systems. Using energy estimates, we prove results on the propagation of Sobolev 
polarization sets. The polarization sets reline the wave front sets of vector valued 
distributions. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Double refraction occurs in both uniaxial and biaxial crystals. It is 
caused by the non-uniform multiplicity of the characteristics of Maxwell’s 
equations. In this paper, we study the propagation of polarization for 
systems, which generalize Maxwell’s equations for uniaxial crystals, i.e., 
trigonal, tetragonal, and hexagonal crystals. Then, the characteristic set is 
a union of two hypersurfaces, which are tangent of exactly order one at the 
optical axis. We are going to generalize this, and shall assume that the 
characteristic set is a union of two non-radial hypersurfaces, which are 
tangent of exactly order k, 2 1 at an involutive manifold. At the intersec- 
tion, the Hamilton fields of the surfaces are parallel, and their Lie bracket 
vanishes of at least order k, there. We shall also assume that the principal 
symbol vanishes of first order on the two-dimensional kernel at the 
intersection, and assume a Levi type of condition. Systems satisfying all 
these conditions, we call systems of uniaxial type. The propagation of 
singularities for the corresponding scalar wave operator was considered in 
[4]. The propagation of polarization for systems, generalizing Maxwell’s 
equations for biaxial crystals (i.e., conical refraction), was studied in [3]. 
We shall consider the propagation of H,,, polarization sets of the solu- 
tions. The polarization set indicates the components of the distribution, 
which are not in H,,,. Outside the intersection of the characteristics, the 
polarization propagates along Hamilton orbits, which are unique liftings of 
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the bicharacteristics. The limits of polarizations from outside the intersec- 
tion, are called real polarizations. The Levi condition means that no real 
polarization vector can be the limit of polarization vectors on both charac- 
teristic surfaces, along the same direction. This condition implies that the 
real polarizations are foliated by limits of Hamilton orbits. The results on 
the propagation of polarization, depend on whether the polarization is 
contained in (limit) Hamilton orbits or not. When the polarization is 
contained in (limit) Hamilton orbits, in a neighborhood of the intersection 
of the characteristic surfaces, we define an invariant curvature of the orbits. 
If this curvature satisfies a transport equation along the Hamilton field, we 
can prove propagation of polarization. When the polarization is not 
tangent to limit Hamilton orbits, we prove propagation of a more special 
type of polarization set. 
In the case of Maxwell’s equations for uniaxial crystals, we find that each 
real polarization vector is the limit of polarization vectors on both charac- 
teristic surfaces, each along a unique direction (not coinciding). In this 
case, the system has more structure, and we study the invariants in more 
detail. There is a simple geometric condition, to ensure that the limit 
Hamilton orbits from the two characteristic surfaces coincide, for all real 
polarization vectors. Those systems atisfying this geometric condition, we 
call coherent uniaxial systems. The propagation result is different in this 
case, and the curvature is differently defined. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we define systems of 
uniaxial type and the polarization sets. The systems are reduced to normal 
forms in Section 3, where we also do some technical preparation of the 
solutions. In Section 4, we show that the real polarizations are foliated 
by limit Hamilton orbits, and we derive conditions for a system to be 
coherent. Then, we compute the transport equations for the limit Hamilton 
orbits in Section 5. Also, the invariant curvatures are computed in some 
cases. In Section 6, we estimate the regularity of an important coupling 
term. The energy estimates we are going to use, are derived in Section 7. 
Finally, we prove the propagation results, in the limit Hamilton orbit case 
in Section 8, and in the non-tangential case in Section 9. Preparation 
theorems for first order systems, generalizing Malgrange’s preparation 
theorems, are proved in the Appendix. 
The results are only proved for distributions with values in C”“‘, but since 
they are microlocal and invariant under multiplication with elliptic Nx N 
systems of pseudo-differential operators, they easily carry over to sections 
of vector bundles. We shall use the standard calculus of pseudo-differential 
operators, in many cases with the symbol classes s(m, g) of the Weyl 
calculus. Since the metrics are split, these symbol classes may be used in 
the standard calculus. But in some cases we shall also use the Weyl 
calculus-see [7, Chap. IS]. Some of our results were announced in [S]. 
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2. SYSTEMS OF UNIAXIAL TYPE 
Let PE Yb;2,(X) be an N x N system of classical pseudodifferential 
operators on a C” manifold X. Let p = a(P) be the principal symbol, det p 
the determinant of p and C= (det p)-’ (0) the characteristics of P. Let 
C,={(X,~)EZ-:d(detp)=Oat (x,0}, 
and C, = C\C,. Assume, microlocally near w0 E C,, that 
C = S, v S,, where S, and S, are non-radial hypersurfaces 
tangent at C, = S, n S, of exactly order k, B 1. (2.1) 
This means that the Hamilton field of S, does not have the radial direction 
(5, a,). Also, the k,th jets of S, and S, coincide on C,, but no (k,+ 1)th 
jet does. Observe that the surfaces need not be in involution, in the sense 
that their Hamilton fields satisfy the Frobenius integrability condition. We 
find that P is of real principal type at C,, since d(det p) # 0 there (see [2, 
Definition 3.1 I). Since p is homogeneous in 5, we find that Ci and Sj are 
conical. Because of (2.1), Z, must be a manifold of codimension 2 2. We 
assume that 
C, is an involutive manifold of codimension d, > 2. (2.2) 
We want to avoid that P essentially is a scalar operator. Therefore, we put 
&‘,, = Ker p E (T*X\O) x CN and assume that 
the (complex) dimension of the fiber of .,+$ is equal to 2 
at 2,. (2.3) 
In order to make p vanish of first order on the kernel, we assume 
&(det p) # 0 at Z,. (2.4) 
It follows from the proof of [3, Lemma 2.21 that if (2.3) holds, then (2.4) 
is equivalent to the fact that 8,~: J$ H Coker p = CN/Im p is a bijection 
when p E NZIC, the normal bundle of Z at Z:,. We also need to introduce 
a Levi type of condition on the system. In order to do that, we shall 
consider the limits of J$l,, when we approach Z:,. Let 
Jl/^~==&&,,z2 (2.5) 
and let Xi = T,J/TZ,. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. For j = 1,2, we define the limit polarizations 
where zk E Ker p(wk) and wk E S,\C, satisfy (w - wk)/l w - wkl -+ p/lp( 
when k + co. 
It is clear that ~JV$ is conical in t and p, and homogeneous in the fiber, 
but it may have (complex) dimension > 1 at (w, p). The following is the 
Levi type of condition we shall use. Assume that the fiber of 
adv;naJv;= (0) over Z, \(Z, x 0). (2.7) 
This condition means that no element in NJ 1 Z‘2 can be the limit of polariza- 
tion vectors on both characteristic surfaces, along the same direction. By 
the proof of Proposition 3.2 below, (2.7) implies that aNi, is a complex 
line bundle over &Y’, \(C, x 0), if we assume (2.1)-(2.4). It also implies 
the generalized Levi condition (1.3) in [4], for the corresponding wave 
operator Q = ‘P”“P. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The system P is of uniaxial type at w~E,Z’*, if 
(2.1)-(2.4) and (2.7) hold microlocally near wO. 
Since these are conditions on the principal symbol only, they are 
invariant under conjugation by elliptic, scalar Fourier integral operators, 
corresponding to homogeneous canonical transformations. It is easily seen 
that they are invariant under multiplication by elliptic systems as well. 
Corollary 3.3 shows that P* is of uniaxial type at w,,, if P is. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. We consider Maxwell’s equations in uniaxial crystals 
E d,e - curl h = 0 
p a,h + curl e = 0 (2.8) 
div(ee) = div(@) = 0. 
Here e, h are distributions with values in C3 and E, p are positive definite, 
constant 3 x 3 matrices such that E = p- 1’2sp- ‘I2 has two different 
(positive) eigenvalues a, 8. Here p ~ I’* is a positive definite square root. By 
choosing new fiber and x variables, we may assume that p = Id, and 
(2.9) 
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(see [S, p. 851). The system (2.8) has characteristic set located, where T #O. 
If we skip the divergence quations, which are redundant when r # 0, the 
resulting 6 x 6 system has determinant equal to 
a2Bz2((t2 - $)‘- (a ’ -p-~‘)’ ((f + 5;)2/4), (2.10) 
where 
(put c(, =a2 in [3, Example 2.31). When r#O, the 6 x6 system is of 
uniaxial type. In fact, by choosing 
Yjo=?-$ 
Vj' (19 .i>O, 
as new local coordinates when t # 0, we find Z n {r # 0} = S, u S,, where 
Sj=(~O=(-l)j(a-‘-~B-1)(~~+~~)/2}, j = 1, 2. 
These are non-radial, and tangent of order 1 at 
which is involutive of codimension 3. Clearly, rYiO(det p) #O at C, 
according to (2.10). The kernel of the principal symbol at C, is spanned by 
‘(4, - yn,) and ‘(n,, yn,), where ni is the ith unit vector in R3 and 
y = t3/r = f al’*. Thus, the (complex) dimension of A$ is equal to 2 at C,. 
It remains to prove (2.7). 
By Proposition 3.2, we only have to verify that 
iTop: Ker pt--+Im p at 2, 
when p E T,,Z, since k, = 1. Clearly, T,,Z is characterized as those 
p E T,,X, such that ai(det p) = 0. Thus T,,C is spanned by a<,, at2, a,, a, 
and the radial vector field. Now, if ‘(e, h) E Ker p at Z,, then we find 
DCpf(er h) = ‘( -n, x h, nj x e), j= 1, 2. 
Since ‘(n3, 0), ‘(0, n,)~Im p at C,, this gives (2.7). 
It is clear that &Z’, is spanned by a,, and ac2. Since the symbol is propor- 
tional to a real matrix, we find the fiber of A$. c C . R6 on C,. Now, we 
have symmetry in the equations under orthogonal transformations in 
(xi, x,), which gives 7~ &V-5 = Z2 x V, i= 1, 2. Here X: &Y, ++ Z, is the 
projection along the tangent vectors, and I/s C6 is a union of C . (e, h), 
with (e, h) E R6 satisfying e = a-“* sgn(r,/r) n3 x h and e3 = h3 = 0. 
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Next, we define the H,,, polarization set, where H,,, is the usual Sobolev 
space. 
DEFINITION 2.4. For u E Q+‘(X, C”) we define the polarization sets 
WF”,,,(u) = n MB E (T*X\O) x C”‘, (2.11) 
where MB= Ker a(B), and the intersection is taken over those 1 x N 
systems BE Y$,g such that Bu E H,,,. 
If P E Y”& is of uniaxial type and Pu E H,,, near w E C, , then we find that 
WF;:im-p( u is a union of Hamilton orbits in JV,, near w. In fact, P is ) . 
essentially a scalar operator then, so this follows from the scalar case-see 
[7, Sect. 26.11. The Hamilton orbits are unique line bundles in A$ over 
bicharacteristics of C, by [2, Definition 4.11. In order to analyze what 
happens when we approach C,, we must prepare the operator. 
3. THE NORMAL FORM 
We shall prepare systems of uniaxial type. This preparation makes it 
easier to compute the invariants of the systems, and it will explain why 
(2.7) is a Levi type of condition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P E Yjhg be an N x N system of uniaxial type at 
w0 E C,. Then, by choosing suitable symplectic coordinates, we may assume 
that X= R x R”- ‘, w0 = (0; (0, . . . . l)), and 
S,={(~,~J,~)ET*(R~R”~‘):~=(-l)ij?(t,x,c)}, j= 1,2, (3.1) 
microlocally near wO. Here p E CT is real, homogeneous of degree 1 in 5, and 
satisfies 
cl~‘lk0”/151k”~ IBI G C15’lk”’ ‘llrlko, 0 < c < C, k, > 1, (3.2) 
where (7, <‘, t;“) E R x Rdo-’ x R”-do, which gives E,= (T=O A t’=O}. By 
conjugating P with elliptic, scalar Fourier integral operators, and multiplying 
with elliptic N x N systems of order 0, we may assume that 
mod C”, (3.3) 
microlocally near wO, where E E !Pihg is an elliptic (N - 2) x (N - 2) system 
and 
F= Id, D, + K(t, x, D,) mod C”. (3.4) 
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Here K(t, x, D .) E C” (R, Yj,) is a 2 x 2 system with determinant 
det a(K) = - b2, and trace tr a(K) = 0. 
Proof Since the result is local and we have invariant conditions, 
we may assume that X= R”. Because C, is involutive, we may choose 
symplectic coordinates (x, 5)~ T*R” near WEC* so that W= (0; (0, . . . . 1)) 
and 
Z:, = {(x, 5) E T*R”: 5’ = 0}, 
where 5 = (l’, 5”) E Rdo x RnPdO. We may also assume that 
(3.5) 
S, = {(x, 5) E Z-*R”: <r = 0} (3.6) 
near w. In fact, C, G S, implies that S, = f -l(O) with real homogeneous 
f = (6, 5’) and b # 0 near w. Since C, is involutive, we may complete 
f = y~r to a symplectic coordinate system, with the property that v]’ = 0 
at Z,. 
Next, we rename x, = t, (x,, . . . . x4)=x’, and (xdO+ i, . . . . x,)=x”. 
Because of condition (2.1), we obtain that S, = {z = 2/3(t, x, r)}, where B 
satisfies (3.2). By choosing r - /I as new T coordinate and completing to a 
symplectic coordinate system, we obtain (3.1) since H, = 0 on C,. 
By choosing suitable homogeneous bases for Ker p and the orthogonal 
complement of Im p in CN on C,, and extending to a neighborhood, we 
obtain P on the form 
(3.7) 
Here P,, is an elliptic (IV- 2) x (IV - 2) system and the principal symbols 
of p,,, P,,, and P,, vanish on Z,. By constructing a parametrix for P,, 
and multiplying P from left and right with suitable elliptic systems of order 
0, we obtain P on the form (3.3) near w0 E C, (see the proof of [3, Proposi- 
tion 2.51). 
If f is principal symbol for F = P, 1, then conditions (3.1) and (2.4) imply 
detf =c(z*-/I*), OZCES-‘, 
thus det(a,f)#O at C,. By Theorem A.3 in the Appendix and 
homogeneity, we may find homogeneous ystem C, E So such that 
f = C,(T Id, + 4t, x, 511, 
where det Co # 0 at Z,. By multiplication with an elliptic system, we may 
assume Co E Id,. Thus, det f = r* - p*, which implies det k E -B’ and 
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tr k = 0. If f0 E So is the term homogeneous of degree 0 in the expansion of 
F, then Theorem A.4 in the Appendix and homogeneity give 
fo=B-,f+Bo, 
where B, E Cm(R, So) is independent of r, and B- 1 E S- ‘. By multiplying 
f with an operator with symbol Id, - BP,, we may assume BP, EZ 0. By 
induction over lower order terms we obtain (3.4). 1 
We need some further preparation of P, since the system (3.4) need not 
satisfy the Levi condition (2.7). First we have to introduce symbol classes 
adapted to the function /I defined in (3.2). Let 
m*(t)= 1+ It’l*kO+* (<)-ZkO, (3.8) 
where (5) = (1 + 1512)“2, thus rnz 1 + I/II. Put 
~~~~,~~~=1~~12+1~5’12/~~5~~+15’1~2 
+ l&“12/(4>* at (x, 0, (3.9) 
where p=ko/(ko+l), which gives h2=supg/g”=((~)~++~‘~)-*<1. 
We find that g is (T temperate, m is a weight for g, and /IE S(m, g) (see 
c4, PP. 7c71 I). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 
P = Id, D, + K(t, x, D,) (3.10) 
be a 2 x 2 system with KE Cm(R, !I$,,), and assume that k = a(K) satisfies 
det k E -B’ and tr k = 0. Then P is of uniaxial type if and only if 
k E C”(R, S(m, g)), which is the case if k is symmetric. 
Thus, P is of uniaxial type if and only if Ikl Q Cl/II. This means that P 
satisfies the generalized Levi condition in [4, (1.3)]. It is not difficult to 
verify that this is also true for the corresponding wave operator Q = ‘P”“P. 
Also, we shall find from the proof that &Vi, has one-dimensional fiber 
over any (w, p) E Xi, p # 0, when P is of uniaxial type. 
Proof: Let I = Id,, 
J=( -; ;), K=(; A), L=(j ;), (3.11) 
which forms a base for GL(2, C). Since tr k = 0 we may write 
k = tll J + cr,K + u3L, (3.12) 
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with a = (tlI, a,, E~)E C”(R, S’) homogeneous of degree 1 in 4. Since 
det k E - f12, we find 
Y(a) = a: + a; - a: = p2. (3.13) 
Now k is symmetric oc1,, x2 and i~1~~ R. By homogeneity, 
kEC’=(R,S(m, g))-a=W), 
which is the case if k is symmetric. 
Assume that CI = O(p) and (w, p) E 8Z,, p # 0. Choose C, 3 w, + w such 
that (w-w,)Iw-~~l-~~p/lpl, j+on, and define 
Y(W P) = lim Y(w,), (3.14) w, - I,’ 
where y = cc//I. Since a = O(b) does not depend on r, this definition is 
independent of the choice of w,. We obtain that Y(y(w, p)) z 1, making 
&V>(w,p)=Ker((-l)‘I+y,(w,p)J 
+Y~(w,P)K+Y,(w,~)L)z{O) 
for i=l,2. Thus O#ZE~~~(W,~)~Z~~~~(W,P) when j#i, which 
gives (2.7). Since y #O, we find that &Vp(w, p) has (complex) dimension 
1 for all (w,p)EaE,, p#O. 
On the other hand, assume that CI # O(p) at w E C,. Then there exists a 
sequence wj = (tj, xj; 0, <.i) -+ w, such that 
Ia( >i18(wj)13 VjeN, 
which implies <j # 0. It is no restriction to assume that {(w - w,) I w - w-,1 - ’ } 
has a limit 0 # p E ax, 1 w as j -+ co, and that 
E = ,limm ~(w,Y14wj)l exists. 
Since /I(w,)/l~(w,)l -+ 0, we obtain P(E) = 0. We obtain that 
kV~(w, p) 1 Ker(.s, J + E*K + +L) # {0}, i= 1, 2, 
by choosing the sequence (t,, x,; ( - 1 )i p(w,), 5,) E S,\C,. This contradicts 
(2.7), and ends the proof of the lemma. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. Zf PE Ypmhg is an N x N system of uniaxial type at 
WOE Zz, then the adjoint P* is. 
The projections of 8X-b on -A$ I z2, may have intersection 
7c &Mb n ?I &Vi with fiber # (01, according to the following 
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EXAMPLE 3.4. Let p = zI + k, with k equal to 
k=( ;;I I:), 
where CC~=(<T-<:)/~<~ and c~=25~5~/151. Thus, k,=l and d,=3 in 
(2.1 t(2.2). When (tl, rz) = P(COS cp, sincp)#O and z=(--1)‘(~~+@/151, 
we find that the fiber of Jr/-l, is spanned by (sin cp, cos cp) when j= 1, and 
( - cos q7, sin cp) when j = 2. This means that the fiber of 71 &Vi, is equal to 
C.RZforj=1,2. 
Now we shall consider more in detail the case when k, = 1 and d, = 3 in 
(2.1)-(2.2), which occurs for uniaxial crystals. Then we can find more struc- 
ture in the problem. In the case of uniaxial crystals, we always obtain that 
the fiber of z&V~n7c&V~#{O}, by Example2.3. Here n:&Y,t+C2 is 
the projection along the tangent vectors. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Assume that 
P = ID, + K( t, x, D,) (3.15) 
is a 2 x 2 system of uniaxial type, where KE COO(R, Y$,,) with principal 
symbol k satisfying det k = -/I?’ and tr k = 0. We also assume that 
B=b,lr:+2b,,5,5,+b,,5:>0, (51,52)20> (3.16) 
with real biiE C”(R, Yihi), thus do = 3 and k, = 1 in (2.1)-(2.2). If the,fiber 
of 
7taJIr~n7tiTdV2,+ (0) over w0 E Z;, , (3.17) 
then by conjugating with an elliptic system in C”(R, !I’&) we obtain that 
k=i,J+iIK+LL, (3.18) 
microlocally near wO, Here 
5,~bb,,~:+2b,,5,5,+(b,,-2(6+p2))r: 
c2 r 2b:/12(S + p’)“’ rl c2 + 2b,,(6 + P’)“~ b,“*<; 
l-3 CG 2p(6 + p2p2 r:, 
(3.19) 
module terms vanishing of third order at C,, with 6 = b,, - b:,b&’ > 0 and 
PE C”(R, S-1’2) is real on .X2. 
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Proof: Since k( t, x, 5) E S:,,, vanishes of second order at { 5, = c2 = 0 ), 
Taylor’s formula gives 
k=A,,5:+2A,zir,~z+A225:, 






for some xi, yi, z,E,!~‘, with J, K, L defined by (3.11). Now ‘kc“= -k, 
implying 
k2= -det k.I=fi*I. 
This means that Ai=bjI, A,,A,2+A,2A,,=2b,,b,21, A,,A,,+A,,A,,= 
2b,,b,,I and 4Af, + A,,A,, + A,,A,, = (4b:, + 2b,,b,,)I at C,. In what 
follows, we shall only consider 2,. Now 
M = {A E Y(C’, C2): tr A = 0) (3.22) 
is a Lorentz space with metric: -det A. If we choose (J, K, L) as base, then 
M is isometric to C3 with the standard Lorentz form Y(x) = x: + x: - xi. 
We find from the above, that Y(x) =b:r, Y(z) =bz2, 9(x, y) =b,,b,,, 
=ms z) = bl2b22, and 2Y(y)+5?(x,z)=2b~,+b,,b2,, where 
y(x~ Y)=x,Y, +x2Y2-x3Y3 
is the polarized form of P’. If BE SL(2, C), then A H B- ‘AB gives a com- 
plex Lorentz transformation PB on M, since it preserves the trace and the 
determinant. The mapping SL(2, C) 3 BH YB~ SO,(2, 1) is a Lie group 
homomorphism, which is surjective-see the proof of [3, Lemma 2.61. 
Thus we are left with a purely geometrical problem, to lind suitable com- 
plex Lorentz transformations on C3 with determinant = 1, to obtain (3.19). 
Since P(x) = b:, > 0, we obtain x = (b,, , 0,O) by a complex Lorentz 
transformation, implying y, E b,,. Now the preparation depends on 
whether Y(y) - b:, = vi - y: = 0 or not. First we assume that Y(y) = bf, 
at wO. Then we find 2(x, z)= b,,b,, at w,,, which gives z1 = b,, at wO. 
Since~(y,z)=b,2b22,wefindy=(b,,,~,(-l)i~)andz=(b22,~,(-1)~~) 
at wO, j = 1 or 2. In this case, k has the expansion 
k~~J+(2rlr,52+15:)(K+(-l)jL) at wo, (3.23) 
modulo third order terms. A simple calculation gives that the fiber of &V-b 
over ( wo, v) is spanned by ‘(0, 1) for j = 1, and by ‘( 1,0) for j = 2, Vv. Since 
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thefiberofaJlr:,na~:,={O},wefindthatthefiberof71a~f,n~aaJlrZ,= 
PI over wO, contradicting the assumptions. 
Instead, we may assume that Y(y) - bf, E yi - y: # 0 at wO, thus in a 
conical neighborhood. Then 9(x, z) # b,, b,,, so b,, - z1 = A# 0 in a 
conical neighborhood of wO. By a (positive) Lorentz transformation in 
(y,, y3), we may arrange that y, = 0. It follows that 
Also, 
%Y, z) = b,,z, + ~2~2 = b,,b,,* ~2~2 = b,,A. 
which implies z: = bf212/y: = 2b:,A/b,, . Substitution into the equation 
Y(z) = bi2 gives 
z: = 2b;,Ab,’ +zf - b;, = 2b;,Ab,’ - A(z, + b,,) 
= i(2(b:,b,’ -b,,) + A). 
If we put 6=b,,-bf,bfi’ >O, we find z:=n(A -26). By writing 
p = z,(21))“2E C”, for a choice of square root, we find ;1- 26 = 2p2 and 
z3 = 2p(6 + p2)lj2. Similarly, we obtain 
y, = (b,llti/2)“2 = (b,,(6 + P’))“~ 
~z=b,2~/y2=2b,2((~+p~)/b,1)~‘*, 
for a choice of square root, since y2z2 = b12A. We also find z1 = b22 - A= 
b,, - 2(6 + p2). If we show that p is real on Z,, we may choose the square 
roots positive on C,, after a (positive) Lorentz transformation. 
Thus, it only remains to show that p has to be real at C,. Let 
(w,, vi) E 82, be parametrized by vi = r(cos 19,, sin 13,), r E R and 0 < 0, < n, 
j= 1,2. Then the fiber of 8.M; at (wO, vr), is spanned by 
((6 + p*)l/* sin 0,, b:‘,2 cos e1 + (b,,b;li2 - p) sin e,), (3.24) 
and the fiber of &N; at (w,, v2), is spanned by 
(b:/: cos 8, + (b12b;l12 + p) sin e2, - (6 + p2)i12 sin 0,). (3.25) 
These are parallel, if and only if 
0 = (6 + p’) sin 8, sin 8, + (b:f cos 8, + (b,,b,1/2 - p) sin 0,) 
x (b:‘: cos 8, + (b12bG1/2 + p) sin 0,) 
= b,, cos e1 cos 8, + b,,(cos 8, sin e2 + sin 8, cos e,) 
+ b,, sin 8, sin 8, + pb:{2 sin(B, -e,), (3.26) 
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since 6 = h,, - hf,/h,, . By (3.17), we obtain (3.26) for some %,, e2 E [0, x[. 
Now sin(%, - 9,) #O by (2.7), which implies that p is real at W,,E Z2. 1 
Now assume that we have chosen iHess fi(wO) orthonormal coordinates 
on &Y, at wO, thus 6,, =h,, = 1 and h,, =0 at w,,. Then we find that 
( -sin rp, cos cp) is parallel to both (3.24) and (3.25) at wO, if and only if 
tan cp = (cot e2 + p)/( 1 + P’)‘/~ = (1 + p2)‘j2/(p -cot %,), (3.27) 
where p is real on C,. Thus ~(a&$) = Z, x C . R*, j = 1,2. This shows 
that, when d, = 3 and k, = 1 in (2.1)-(2.2), the fiber of 71 ~JV; n 71 JJV”: is 
either equal to C. R*, or to (0). 
The Hessian of p is positive definite, and well defined on 8Z,, modulo 
elliptic factors. In fact, it is determined by the second jet of S, on S,, at 
C,. Thus Hess b defines an invariant conformal structure on 8Z,. Let 
B= i Hess B(w,), uj= (cos %,, sin %,), and let d the angle between (w,, ul) 
and (w,, u2) with respect to the conformal structure in 8Z, given by B. If 
B(u, u) is the corresponding bilinear form, we find 
cos A = B(u, 3 ~2) 
B(q)“* B(u,)‘/*’ 
Also, 
IBI ‘I2 sin(%, - 9,) = B(u,)“’ B(u,)“* sin A, 
where (BI is the discriminant of B, since this is the area of the 
parallelogram spanned by ( wO, ul) and (w,, u2) in B orthogonal coor- 
dinates. Now (3.26) means that 
pb:? sin(%, - 9,) = B(u,, u,), 
so if a=p(b,,/lBI)“2=p6~“2 we obtain 
a=cot A. (3.28) 
Thus, if (w,,z0)E~kV~n7c8X~, and 71, is the projection along the fiber 
c*, then arctan(a-‘) is the angle between the two lines in 
x~(K’(w,,, zO)) c &Y,, with respect to the conformal structure given by the 
Hessian of /?. Thus, this angle is constant at w,,, independently of the fiber 
z. E C . R*. 
Remark 3.6. If P is on the form in Proposition 3.5, then z ~JV$ = 
Z, x C .R* and there is exactly one line in &V$ which projects on 
(w,, Z~)E 7c kV$, for j= 1, 2. The angle of the lines in 7~,(n~l(w~, z,,)) c 
8Z, with respect to the Hessian of fi, is independent of the fiber z0 E C . R2. 
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It is interesting to note, that the system P satisfying (3.18) is sym- 
metrizable in S$,*, only if the lines in rcl(~~‘(wo,z,,)) are Hessb(w,,) 
orthogonal, i.e., 0 = 0 on Z, (see [9, p. 771). In fact, let 
a = a,1 + a, J + a,K + ia,L E S;,, 
be positive definite. This means that a, E R and a, > (a: + u: + .:)1’2. Then 
ak is symmetric only if 
By checking the second derivatives, we find that a, = a, = a, =0 at ,Z, if 
p #O, which is a contradiction. Because of (3.24) and (3.25), the system 
in (3.18) is always diagonalizable in S(1, g), i.e., there exists a basis of 
eigenvectors {z,} E S( 1, g) with eigenvalues f /I mod S( 1, g). 
Next, we need some technical preparation. Let H,,,, be the space of 
24 6Y’ satisfying 
llull;,,,,=CW” Ifi(7, ()I2 ((7,5)>*‘<(7>m))*“~7dt<~oo, (3.29) I 
where m is given by (3.8). We say that ME H,,,, at WE T*R”\O, i.e., 
w$ IV,,,,(u), if u = u1 + uZ, where u1 EH~,,,) and w $ WF(u,). The 
following result is a modification of [3, Proposition 2.151. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Assume that P is a 2 x 2 system of pseudo-differential 
operators of order 1 on R”, on the form (3.10) with KE C”(R, Op(S(m, g))) 
near WOE C,. Let ME Y’(R”, C2) and assume PUE H,,,, at w,,. Then for 
every 6>0 we can find c,>O and ug~HC,,+,, at wO, such that u6=u-vug 
satisfies 
I&5(7, r)l d Cd,N((7> 5)FN, VN (3.30) 
when I71 >cd(O”+ Cm>). 
Proof: Clearly, it is no restriction to assume that 6 <p is fixed, where 
p is given by (3.9). Let x E C;(R) satisfy X(r) = 1 when Irl G 1. Then we 
have 
4E,~(7j 5)=~(471(<5)~+ (m>)p’)~S&, vE6 > 0, (3.31) 
since dq4, 6 is supported, where 171 z (5)6 + (m). Put us = (1 - dE,6)(D) u, 
then obviously ug = q5E,d(D) u satisfies (3.30), V&6 > 0. 
In the support of 1 - qSE.a we find ldet pi > cm: for small E, where 
ma= ((7, t))‘+ ((7,m)) (3.32) 
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is a weight for the metric gh= Idt12+ ld~1~+-((clrl~+ I&12)/((r, 4))‘“. 
Since 6 d ,u, we find P~0p S(m,, ga) when IrI d Cltl. Thus, we may con- 
struct E~0p S(m, ‘, ga) G !P;;g such that EPz (1 - #E,6(D)) I mod C”, 
microlocally near wO. Since E preserves wave front sets, and 
((T ml> 4~9~ S:,o> we find v,z EPUE Hc,,,s+,, at wO. 1 
Let H;,,s, be the Banach space of u E Y’, satisfying 
(Ilull;,,,,)*= (27’~~” j lfi(z, [)I’ (5)*’ (m)‘“dt dt< mo. (3.33) 
Clearly, u E H;,,, implies 1.4) l=p E H,,,, for almost all p, by Fubini’s 
theorem. If u E 9” satisfies (3.30), then 
where s + = max( +s, 0). Thus we lose only O(6) derivatives when taking 
restriction to {t = r}, for almost all r. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Let UE Y’(R”), and assume r #O in WF(u). We 
say that u E H;,,, at (to, x0, toI, i.e., (to, x0, to) 4 WF;,,,)(u), if 
there exists #(t, x, 5) E Cm(R, Sy,,) such that q5(t, x, D,) u E H;,,, and 
limi.~ a2 Mto, x0, X0)1 f 0. 
This definition gives 
(to, xo, to) $ W%,(u) * (x0, to) $ WFc,,,)(up), (3.35) 
for almost all p close to to, where up = u I l = p. If 5 # 0 in WF( u), then it 
follows from [ 1, Lemma 2.31 that 
~oWF~r,o,(u)) = WY,,,(u), 
where no(t, x; r, 5) = (t, x, r). For the more general wave front sets, we 
have the following result. 
LEMMA 3.9. Assume that UE Y(R”) satisfies (3.30). Then Au satisfies 
(3.30), for any A E C”(R, ‘Pi,,). We also obtain 
WF;r-as-,,) (~1 c ~o(WF,r,,,W) c WF;r+,s+,s,(u), (3.36) 
where s + =max(+s,O) and zO(t,x;~,<)=(t,x, <). Since ueCm in 
TC;~(Z~)\C~ by (3.30), we find 
lo(WF;r-asm,s,(u)) c WFdu) c ~o(WF;r+~s+.sj(u)) 
where lo(t, x, 5) = (t, x; 0, 5). 
on z2, (3.37) 
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Proof. By the proof of [3, Lemma 2.183, we find that the composition 
of operators in e,O having symbols supported where 1r1 d Cl 51, and 
operators in C”(R, !Fi,,), is well defined and given by the formal expan- 
sion. Let fj = $E,S E Sz,, be defined by (3.31), with E small enough to 
make 4 = 1, where (3.30) does not hold, thus (l-4) u’E C”. Then, if 
A E Cm(R, Y’LO), we find (1 - 4) Au E C”. In fact, the symbol of the com- 
mutator [d, A] is supported, mod S-“, where (3.30) holds. This proves, 
that Au satisfies (3.30). 
Now, if (to, x0, to)4 I~,(WF,,,,(U)) then we find #$UE H,,,,, for any 
$ E Cm(R, So) supported in a sufficiently small conical neighborhood of 
(to, x0, toI. BY (3.34) we find 4tiu~ H;,-s,m,,), implying (to, x0, to) 4 
WY-ss-,sdu) since (1 - 4) Ii/u E C”. Finally, if (to, x0, to) 4 WF;,,)(u), 
then we find @u E Hi,,, for some $ E C”(R, So) satisfying @(to, x0, ~5,) # 0 
when p $ 1. Thus, we obtain &UE H+s,+,,j, which implies (to, x0, t,,)$ 
noWFc,- 6s+ ,s) (~4)). The last statement follows from (3.36). 1 
4. INVARIANTS 0~ THE SYSTEM 
Assume that P is an N x N system of uniaxial type. Let 82, = T,,L’/TC,, 
and let Jfj,, &Vi, be defined by (2.5)-(2.6). Put 
(4.1) 
where rr: 82, HZ, is defined by rc(w, p) = w. This gives the real polariza- 
tions in the case of Maxwell’s equations for uniaxial crystals. On Z,, P is 
of real principal type, dim Jfi, = 1, and Xi, is foliated by Hamilton orbits, 
which are unique line bundles over bicharacteristics of C, (see [2, Delini- 
tion 4.11). We shall analyze what happens when approaching C,. We say 
that a sequence of C” curves converges to a C” curve, if there exist 
parametrizations of the curves, on a fixed interval, that converge in C”. A 
sequence of Hamilton orbits converges, if it does as a sequence of curves 
in T*Xx PE-‘. Now, S, and S, are tangent at Z2, so their Hamilton 
fields are parallel on Z,. Since C, is involutive, the Hamilton fields are 
tangent to C,. Therefore C and Z, are foliated by the bicharacteristics 
of c. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. We find that XC,\(.E, x 0) is foliated by limit 
hicharacteristics, which are liftings of bicharacteristics in C,. We also find 
that &Vk u LL4f2, is foliated by limit Hamilton orbits, which are liftings of 
limits of Hamilton orbits, and are unique line bundles over limit bicharac- 
teristics. 
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Proof. First we assume the coordinates chosen as in Proposition 3.1. 
Let (w, p)~aC,, p #O, and choose a sequence (NIP, P,)EZ,, such that 
uji + w and 
(W-wU’i)/lw-bM’,I +PllPl when iboo. 
Let Ti be the bicharacteristic of Z, through wi, and let f be the bicharac- 
teristic through w. Clearly, fi converges to ZY Choose parametrizations 
R 3 s H wi(s) E r, and R 3 s H w(s) E r, such that wi(s) converges to w(s) in 
C”, and w,(O)= wi. Since 8, component of H, is 0(~~‘~2/~~~), we find that 
the direction of 
P(S)llP(S)l = lim (W(J) - Wi(J))/lW(s)- wi(s)l 
i-i0 
is constant in s, modulo TZ,. Thus, the foliation of &?Y, is given by 
constant liftings of bicharacteristics on Z2. 
By using Proposition 3.1, we may assume that N= 2 and P is of the form 
(3.10), since E is elliptic. Assume that k = o(K) is of the form (3.12), and 
put tl= (a,, CI*, ~1~). As in (3.14), let 
where (w- wi) Iw - wil -’ -+ p/lpi, i + co. It is easy to see that y is a C” 
function on aZ, \(C, x 0), and homogeneous in p. In fact, it is the quotient 
of the (k, + 1) th jets of c( and fi on C,, and it vanishes on TZ,. Since 
P’(y)= 1 by (3.13), we find 
&V$=Ker((-l)jI+y,J+y,K+y,L), j= 1, 2, (4.2) 
which is a C” line bundle over &E, \(C, x 0). The foliation of &NJ, is 
given by the unique lifting of the foliation of aZ, . The limit Hamilton orbit 
through (w, p, Z) E iW$, is obtained by taking the lifting of the limit of the 
Hamilton orbits through (wi, Ker p(w,)), where Sj\C, 3 wi + w and 
(w-wi)/lw-wjl -+p/IpI, as i-00. 1 
The next result holds for any system, providing that the simple charac- 
teristic set 2, is a hypersurface in T*X. 
PROFQSITION 4.2. Let Y G Jvb be a line bundle over MS C,. Assume 
that codim M= 2 and that Z, is a hypersurface. Then Y is a union of 
Hamilton orbits of P if and only if M is involutive. 
Proof: Choose fi EC” real valued such that dfl #O, and C, = f L’(O) 
microlocally. Since codim M = 2, we may find real valued fi E Cm such that 
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M= {fi =f*=O} microlocally, and dfi , dfl are linearly independent. Since 
M G Zr , the Hamilton orbits in Jlr, at M, are unique liftings of bicharac- 
teristics of C,. Thus, V is a union of Hamilton orbits o M is a union of 
bicharacteristics of Z, Since the bicharacteristics are the flow of H, on C, , 
this holds if and only if H, fi = 0 on M, i.e., M is involutive. 1 
Now we want to characterize invariantly the elements in No = 
Jlr, 1 Z2 \J&, which we call the complex polarizations. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume that P is a 2 x 2 system of uniaxial type, of the 
form in Proposition 3.2 near w0 E .Zz. We find (w,, z,,) E NC if and only if 
3c>O such that 
IPZ(W)l > clB(w)l when w EC, (4.3) 
near wO, for any homogeneous C” section z(w) satisfying z(wO) = z0 # 0. 
Proof: Assume first that (w,, z,,) $ Jfo, z,, # 0. By doing a constant 
linear transformation, we may assume that z0 = ‘(0, 1) and k = a(K) is of 
the form (3.12). Let y be defined by (3.14). Since (w,, zO)~XR there exists 
(w,, p) E &Y, \(Z:, x 0) and j, such that 
y*+y3=(-l)‘+yr=O at two, P) 
by (4.2). This implies that there exists a sequence Sj\C, 3 wi + wO, such 
that (w. - Wi)/lW, - wil + p/lpi, i + 00, and 
p’(O,l)=‘(a,+cc,, (-l)‘fl+a,)=o(B) at wi. 
This contradicts (4.3) for the constant section z(w) = ‘(0, 1). 
Next assume that (4.3) does not hold for some section z(w), satisfying 
;L;;) =zO #O. Then there exists a sequence C, EI w;= (ri, wl) -+ wO, such 
IPtwi) z(wi)l = o(B(wi)) as i-co. 
Since wi E C,, we find zi = k /I(wi) # 0. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, 
we may choose a subsequence, such that ri//I(w,!) = (- 1)’ and 
r;, (03 wl)Ylwo - (0, 4)l -+p/lpl, for some (w,, p)~&7‘, and j= 1 or 2. 
z(w,)EKer((-l)‘I+y,(w,,p)J+~,(w,,p)K+y,(w,,p)L), 
which implies that (w,, p, z(w,))~&V$, thus (w,, zO)#Mo. 1 
We also want to characterize those sections over C,, which are not 
tangent to limit Hamilton orbits. We shall consider C” sections over 
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bicharacteristics, but the result will only depend on the first jet of the 
section along the bicharacteristic. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume that P is a 2 x 2 system of uniaxial type, of 
the form in Proposition 3.2. Let I-, c Zz he a bicharacteristic, and 
r, 3 w + z,,(w) E C2 a non-vanishing C X section. Then no lifting of zO(w) is 
tangent to a limit Hamilton orbit over w0 E f,, tf and only if 3c > 0 such that 
I P,(W)1 + IP,(W)l + I {PI> P2HW)l a clB(w)l3 ‘(PI, P2) = PZ? (4.4) 
when WEC near w,,, for any C” homogeneous section z(w) of C2 on T*X 
satisfying z(w) = zO(w) on To. When zO(w) = ‘(0, 1) this is equivalent to 
I P,(W)1 + I {PI 9 P&a 2 clP(w)l when w EC. 
Here {p,, p2} is the Poisson bracket of p1 and p2. 
(4.5) 
Proof Since a, $ TZ,, we may extend z0 to a homogeneous, non- 
vanishing C” section on a conical neighborhood of C,, so that z0 is 
independent of t. By making a base change in C2, we may assume that 
zO(w) E ‘(0, 1) and k = a(K) is of the form (3.12). Let y(w, p) be defined by 
(3.14). Clearly, 
R 3 s H (w(s), P(S), ‘(0, 1)) 
spans a limit Hamilton orbit o 
yz+yx-(-l)‘+y,=O on (w(s), P(S)), vs. 
Now, the Hamilton field is equal to a, on C,, and d,p = 0 along a limit 
bicharacteristic, by the proof of Proposition 4.1. Thus, we find that 
(w(s), p, ‘(0, 1)) is tangent to a limit Hamilton orbit at (w,, p) if and 
only if 
y2 + y3 = ah2 + y3) = 0 at (way P). 
In fact, since 9(y) E 7: - y: = 1 - yf, .this implies that y, = (- 1)’ and 
a,y, =0 at (wO, p). Since H,, vanishes on Z’,, we find {pl, p2} E 
-a,(a* + a3) modulo o(b). Also, it is clear that dry = lim a,tx/p - y lim 8,/3/b. 
Assume that (w(s), p, ‘(0, 1)) E &V$ is tangent to a limit Hamilton orbit 
at wO. If Z13wi+ w0 and (wO-- wi)/lw,- wil + p/lpi, i+ co, it follows 
from the above that {pl, pz}/p(wi) + 0 and pl/p(wi) + 0. This implies that 
p,//?(w,) + 0, and contradicts (4.4). Assume on the other hand that (4.5) 
does not hold for some homogeneous section z(w) E z&w) on r,. As 
before, we may assume that z(w) = ‘(0, 1). Then by choosing subsequences 
as in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we find that 3p #O such that 
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8t(~2+~3)=~2+y3=0 at (wO,p). Thus zOzr(O, l)~&V$(w,,p) is 
tangent to the limit Hamilton orbit through (w,, p, ‘(0, 1)). 1 
The next result is needed to compute the invariants of the limit Hamilton 
orbits, when x aNj, is one-dimensional, j= 1 or 2. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume that P is an N x N system of uniaxial type. 
Then, Jfi, extends to a C” line bundle over Sj, j= 1 or 2, if and only if 
..Vi,. extends to a C” line bundle over Si, i# j. 
Proof By Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we may assume that P is of the 
form (3.10) with k = o(K) satisfying (3.12), where aj = O(b). Assume that 
S, 3 w H z(w) E Ker p(w) generates the C” extension. Since S, is a hyper- 
surface and a, $ TS,, we may extend z to a non-vanishing C” section of C2 
on a conical neighborhood of S,, such that z is independent of z. By 
making a base change in C2, we may assume that z = ‘(0, 1) and k is of the 
form (3.12). Then 
a2+a,=T+a,=0 on S,= {r=(-l)jp}. 
Since cli is independent of r, we find that a2 = - c(~, and ai = - ( - 1)j b is 
real. Now, 
so ‘( 1,0) spans Ker p* over Si\C,, and extends trivially to S, for i # j. 
Since (p*)* = p, repeating the argument completes the proof. 1 
In what follows, we assume PE Y$, to be an N x N system of uniaxial 
type, k0 = 1 in (2.1) (as in the case of Maxwell’s equations), and o(P) = p. 
Assume that w0 E Z,, (wO, v,,) E Jlrp, and (w,, ,u~) EJl/rp*, thus pv, = ‘,&p = 0 
at wO. We shall define an invariant quadratic form on a,Z’, at wO, only 
depending on v0 and pO. Choose v and PE C” such that v(wO) = vO, 
p( wO) = ,u~, and pv IX, ‘pp Iz vanish of second order at wO. By Proposi- 
tions 3.1 and 3.2, this can be achieved. 
LEMMA 4.6. The quadratic form 
d*(‘W)laz, = (‘i4d2p) v- 2(d’d P dv)l,,, at wo, (4.6) 
is well-defined, independently of the choice of v, p, and transforms in the 
natural way when multiplying P with elliptic N x N systems of operators. 
Proof: Since 0 = d(pv) = dpv + p dv on T,C, we find that the values of 
dv(w,) modulo Ker p(wo) on T,.,Z, are determined by vo. Also, the values 
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of dp(nlO) mod Ker p*(wO) on T,.,Z, are determined by pLo. If we only 
consider the restriction to T,,.,C, then we find 
d2(‘/lipv) = ‘p d2pv + 2(d’fi dpv + d’jip dv + ‘,Li dp dv) 
= ‘/i d2pv - 2d’jip dv. (4.7) 
Thus, (4.7) restricted to T,,,C is independent of the choice of v and p. 
Clearly, (4.7) is zero on T,.,C2, making it well defined on 8Z, = TC/TZ, 
at w,,. This also gives the transformation properties. 1 
Now, we assume that P is a N x N system of uniaxial type with do = 3, 
k,=l in (2.1)-(2.2) and the fiber of rrLV~nn&V~# {0}, as in the case 
of Maxwell’s equations. Here rc: aZ, H Z2 is the projection along the 
tangent vectors. We are going to find conditions for the limit Hamilton 
orbits to coincide, after projection on J,,. As before, let JVR = rc aJ”l, u 
n &Vi. If (w,, zO) E Na, then we know from Remark 3.6 that 
7c -‘(wo, 4 = u {(w,, vi, .d: r E R\O}, (4.8) 
j= 1.2 
where (z,, pj, z,,)E&V”$, and (w,, pi) 1 (w,, p2)EaZ,. There is a unique 
limit Hamilton orbit rj through (z,, pi, w,), j= 1, 2, and it is homogeneous 
in pj. We find that rc(T,) = YE JV I,, is a C” line bundle over the 
bicharacteristic of Z,, going through ( wO, z,), j = 1, 2. 
DEFINITION 4.7. Assume that do = 3, k, = 1 on (2.1))(2.2) and that the 
fiber of nLV~n.a~‘,# (0) over w,, E C,. The reduced Hamilton orbits 
through (wO, zO) E J$, are the projections of the limit Hamilton orbits 
through ~c-~(w~,z~)E&N”~~u~A$ 
Observe that we obtain two reduced Hamilton orbits for each 
(w,, zO) E Na, but they may coincide. The Hessian of B is positive definite 
and well defined on aL’,, modulo elliptic factors, so it defines an invariant 
conformal structure on aZ,. This gives a well-defined angle between the 
two lines in rcl(~~‘(wO,zO))~&Z’,, where (w,,z,,)E&“” and rc, is the 
projection along C N. Observe that this angle is independent of zO, only 
depending on w0 by Remark 3.6. Since Z?, \(.Zc, x 0) is foliated by limit 
bicharacteristics by Proposition 4.1, we may pull back the conformal struc- 
ture along the bicharacteristics of L’,. In fact, the foliation is homogeneous 
in p, (we, p) E &Z’, , so we may pull back the angle between two tangent 
vectors. We say that the conformal structure of %L’, has constant symmetry 
axes along a bicharacteristic, if there exist two vectors in aZ, which are 
orthogonal with respect to all the pull-backs of the conformal structure 
along the bicharacteristic. Equivalently, there exist two limit bicharac- 
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teristics which are orthogonal with respect to the conformal structure in 
XC’,, over the whole bicharacteristic. These limit bicharacteristics give the 
symmetry axes. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Assume that P E !Pr& is an N x N system of uniaxial 
type, such that d,= 3, k, = 1 in (2.1)-(2.2), and the fiber of 
7d+-dLvZ,# (0) over C,. For fixed w0 E Z,, there is a unique reduced 
Hamilton orbit through ( wO, zO) E Jl/rR, Vz,, if and only tf the conformal 
structure of aZ, is constant along the bicharacteristic through wO, and the 
angle of rt,(~~(w,,, z,))~aZ, is constant along the bicharacteristic, Vz,. 
Otherwise, there may be either zero, one or two (w,, zO) E MR having a 
unique reduced Hamilton orbit through it, up to linearity in the fiber. If there 
are two, then the conformal structure of 8,.X’, has constant symmetry axes 
along the hicharacteristic, and the projection of the unique reduced Hamilton 
orbits on aZ, are symmetric with respect to the symmetry axes. 
Proof By Propositions 3.1 and 3.5, we may assume that N = 2 and 
a(P)= p is on the form (3.15) with k= o(K) satisfying (3.18)-(3.19). Let 
&C, be parametrized by <‘= r(cos 8, sin 0). By (3.26), we find that 
(w o, v,, zo) E 8M-k vi = ri(cos 0,, sin fIj) # 0, j = 1, 2, have the same projec- 
tion on J&, if and only if 
pb:‘,2 sin(0, - 0,) = b,, cos 0, cos qz + b,, sin(8, + 0,) 
+b,,sin8,sin8,. 
Let ajk = b,-,lSl -1’2,1B = b,, b,, - bf2 and (T = pbif(BI -“* = pS-‘I*, then 
we find 
f7 = sin-‘(8, - B,)(a,, cos 8, cos 8, 
+ al2 sin(B, + e,) + a2* sin 8, sin e,), (4.9) 
since sin(0, - 0,) #0 by (2.7). According to (3.28), a(wO) is equal to the 
cotangent of the Hess /?(w,)-angle of z,(z-~(w~, zo)). But when we go 
along a limit bicharacteristic, we find that the Hessian changes but 0, does 
not according to the proof of Proposition 4.1. In order to simplify (4.9) we 
Put 
all + a2* b, =- 
2 
b =a,~--22 2 2 (4.10) 
b, = a12, 
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making Hessb=21R]“2 (b,I-h,J+b,K) by (3.11). We shall also put 
Ic/,=e,+e, 
*2 = e, -e,. 
(4.11) 
Since cos 8, cos 8, t- sin 8, sin 8, = cos(0, T e,), this gives 
u = sin’ $,(b, cos $* + b, cos t/i + b, sin $i). 
If we put b(w)=(b,(w),b,(w),b,(w)) and @=sin-’ ~2(cos$Z,cos+1, 
sin +i) E R3, we find that (4.9) is equivalent to 
a(w) = (NW), @>, (4.12) 
where 
(4.13) 
Observe that @ is constant along the bicharacteristic, and since @ deter- 
mines cot $, = Q2/G3 and cot tj2 = @, , it determines tij and Ok modulo n. 
When b(w) and a(w) vary along a bicharacteristic in C,, we find that @ 
lies in the intersection of the hyperboloid (of one sheet) {x E R3: L(x) = - 1 } 
with the planes {XE R3: (x, b) = G}. Since this gives linear conditions on 
a quadratic surface, we may have either zero, one, two, or infinitely many 
points in the intersection. In the last case, b and 0 have to be constant, and 
the intersection forms an ellipse (or circle if b E (1, 0,O)). Thus, Hess /I is 
conformal and the Hessb angle of nTcl(~-i(wO, zO)) in LE, is constant, 
along the bicharacteristic. If we choose coordinates so that b,, = b,, = 1 
and b,, = 0 at w0 E C,, we obtain b = (1, 0, 0), and then the intersection is 
equal to { @, = cot(8, - (3,) = G}. Thus, 8, + 8, = 11/i = arctan(@,/@,) takes 
any value in [-n/2, n/2]. We find that there is a unique reduced Hamilton 
orbit through ( wO, zO) E .A$, Vz,. 
If the intersection consists of two points, then b(w) must always be 
orthogonal to the line going through these points. This means that there is 
a linear condition on the coefficients bjk. Choose coordinates so that 
b = (1, 0,O) at w0 E C,. By using the transformation property given by 
(5.2)-(5.3), we may obtain any rotation in (b,, b3) by doing an orthogonal 
change of base in 8L’, . Thus, we may assume that b(w) lies in the plane 
{x E R3: x3 = 0 > along the bicharacteristic, and the intersection is equal to 
{(@I, @2, k@,,>, h w ere G3 #O. This immediately implies b,, -0, which 
gives constant symmetry of the conformal structure along the bicharac- 
teristic, with symmetry axes spanned by ‘( 1, 0) and ‘(0, 1). We find that 
8,+82=arctan(f~3/~2)=+o!#O.Thus8j=(+ol-(-1)Jarctan(~;‘))/2, 
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which gives the symmetry of the projection of the reduced Hamilton 
orbits. i 
In the case when the Hess(w,)-angle of rci(~~(w~, zO)) is identically 
equal to 7r/2, there cannot be only one (w,, zO) E A$ having a unique 
reduced Hamilton orbit through it, up to linearity in the fiber. In fact, 
when 0 = 0 along the bicharacteristic, the intersecting planes must pass 
through the origin in R3, and the intersection must be symmetric with 
respect to the origin. 
We also obtain a bound on the variation of 0, when there exist unique 
reduced Hamilton orbits. In fact, assume the coordinates chosen so 
that Hess /I(wO) = Id, thus b(w,) = (1, 0,O). Since L(b(w)) = 1, we find 
8$,(w,) = 0. By an Hess /?(wO) orthogonal base change in Z,, we may 
assume 
a, Hess /I( wO) = 
which implies a,b(w,) = ~(0, 1, 0), with v = (p, -p2)/2. We obtain from 
(4.12), that c(wO) = @i = cot(B, - 0,) and 
a,a(w,) = (d&w,), @) = v cos(8, + 8,)/sin(8, -e,). 
Since c2 + 1 = cot2(8, - 0,) + 1 = sin2(8, - 0,) we find 
(4.14) 
at w,, E Z,, where H, is the Hamilton field of Z, and CL,, p2 are the eigen- 
values of H, Hess /I(wO) in Hess p(wO) orthogonal coordinates on X5’, . 
Observe that the right hand side of (4.14) is an conformal invariant of %Z’, . 
DEFINITION 4.9. Let P E Ysg be an N x N system of uniaxial type, such 
that d,= 3, k,= 1 in (2.1k(2.2), and the fiber of rc 8~Vkn~ &V’,# (0) 
over C,. If .A& is foliated by reduced Hamilton orbits, then we call P a 
coherent uniaxial system. 
Since the system in (3.18) is symmetrizable only if p = 0, symmetrizable 
systems need not be coherent, and coherent systems need not be sym- 
metrizable. Clearly, Maxwell’s system (2.8) is coherent, since it has 
constant coefficients. Even with variable coefficients, it would be coherent 
since it is symmetric and has orthogonal symmetry around the optical axis 
(51=52=0). 
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COROLLARY 4.10. Zf P is qf the ,form in Proposition 3.5, then it is 
coherent (f and only (f 
modulo terms vanishing of third order at Z,. This means that a.:V~ has 
constant fiber along the limit Hamilton orbits, j= 1, 2. 
Proof: When P is coherent, of the form in Proposition 3.5, then Hess fl 
is conformal and 0 is constant along a bicharacteristic on ,X2. Thus we find 
a, bjk = Cbjk on C,, which gives a,6 = C6. Since p2 = 6a2 we obtain 
a,$= Cp2 on C,, implying (4.15). Conversely, if (4.15) holds, then 
8’ = 9(i) implies a,j z Cl, modulo terms vanishing of third order at Z:,. 
This gives a,b,, = Cb, on Z,, so (4.15) gives alp2 = Cp2 which implies 
a,o=O on .E,. The last statement follows fom (3.24)-(3.25), since v is 
constant along the limit bicharacteristic, (w, v) E &?Y, 1 
5. THE TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 
In this section, we shall compute some higher order invariants of systems 
of uniaxial type. Let PE Yih8 be a 2 x 2 system of uniaxial type near 
w0 E C,, of the form in Proposition 3.2. Thus, P = ID, + K(t, x, D,), where 
K has principal symbol 
k=cr,J+cr,K+a,L~C”(R, S(m, g)) (5.1) 
with (J, K, L) defined by (3.11), and det k = -fl’. 
As before, we shall study how the symbol behaves, when applied on a 
C” section of C2. By conjugating with elliptic systems, we may assume that 
the section is constant. Since we want to keep k of the form (5.1) and 
preserve symmetry, we shall only conjugate P with systems independent of 
r, with values in SO(2, C). In what follows, we shall suppress the t 
dependence and write S(m, g) instead of C”(R, S(m, g)), for example. 
Thus, let A E !Pzhg be a 2 x 2 system with principal symbol 
a = I cos 0 + L sin 0, d(t,x, ()ESO. (5.2) 
Then 4 is elliptic, with microlocal parametrix A ~ ‘. We find a(A ~ ’ ) = 
a( ‘A) = I cos 8 - L sin 19. An easy calculation gives 
a(APA~1)=zI+(cos(20)a,-sin(28)a,) J 
+ (sin(28) ~1, + cos(26) Q) K + cr,L. (5.3) 
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Let R, be set of homogeneous ymbols r E So, which vanish at least order 
k,+l on {l’=O>. 
LEMMA 5.1. With P and A defined by (5.1)-(5.2), we obtain the symbol 
expansion 
+ ;:I; I;::;) +(j$ g;;> 
( 
(5.4) 
mod&o R,. Here pii=a(Pv), Dj~9=a,pj~D,d+Ca,,pj~D,,8~~H,,,6 
mod R,, and {fik} ES’ are C” functions of 8, depending linearly on the 
term of order zero in the expansion of P. 
Proof Let p. be the term of order zero in the expansion of P. We only 
have to compute the term of order zero in the expansion of APA ~ ‘, which 
is equal to 
ap,a-’ + a 
( 
D,a-’ + c agpD.,a-’ 
> 
mod R,, 
since AA-’ =I modulo C”. Since d(a-‘) = -a-l do L, we find 
a airp D,a-’ = -a aspa-’ D,XBL z -a&apa-‘) D,8L mod R,, 
which proves the lemma. 1 
Let m, g be given by (3.8)-(3.9), thus h2 = sup g/g” d mp2. In what 
follows we shall allow 8 E S( 1, g) to be inhomogeneous. Then a E S( 1, g), 
making (5.4) hold modulo S(hm, g). By multiplicating P with the 
transposed cofactor matrix, we obtain the wave system 
Q = ‘p”“p = 
( 
p22p11 - p12p2, 
cp,,, P2,l 
cp22, plJ ) = (;;: y), (5.5) 
PI, p22 - P2l p12 
which has principal symbol a(Q) = (r2 - j?‘) I. Since q12 and qz, E 
Op S(m, g), Q satisfies the generalized Levi condition in [4]. We are going 
to compute the coupling term q,2 = [P,,, P,,]. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let P, be dejined by (5.4) with 6 E S( 1, g), and let 
PO = [P,,, P,,]. Then, PO E Op S(m, g) has a symbol equal to 
kD;O+fi(0)D,0+f2(O) mod S(hm’, g), (5.6) 
where f,(O), f,(O)E S(m, g) are C” functions of 0. 
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Proqf Clearly, we may ignore terms in S(hm, g), in the expansion 
of PjZ. We find H,~G S(hm, g) and {z,, LX,} ES(hm*, g). This gives 
P” = cp,*, D,] modulo Op S(hm’, g). Thus, P, has a symbol equal to 
Df Q- D,P,, - Drf12 mod S(hm’, g). (5.7) 
Since p12 E S(m, g), this proves the proposition. 1 
In the case when the polarization is not tangent to any limit Hamilton 
orbit, we need to compute [q22, P,]. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let PO= [P,,, P22] and q22 = P,, P,, - P,, P,,, where 
P, is given by (5.4) with 0 E S( 1, g). Then we find 
C922~P01=~1P22+~2~ (5.8) 
where Aj E Op S(mj, g), and A, has a symbol equal to 
D:A + foD,i mod S(hm3, g). (5.9) 
Here I E S(m, g) is given by (5.6), andf,(B) E S(m, g) is C” function of 0. 
Proof: By the calculus, we may ignore terms in S(m*, g), in the expan- 
sion of q2*. Since pii = z + (- 1)’ (cos(28) t~i - sin(28) a,), we find q22 r 
P,,P22~D~+aD,modOpS(m2, g), where OpS(1, g)saE.fl,(B)+f2,(8) 
mod Op S(hm, g). Thus, we obtain the expansion 
[q2*, P,] - (2D,i - i{a, A}) z + a D,i + 0: I. mod S(hm3, g), 
by Proposition 5.2. Since p2* % z mod S(m, g), we may ignore terms which 
are in S(hm*, g), in the expansion of 2. Thus, we obtain (5.9) with 
fo(0) = -2(cos(28) c1, - sin(28) c(*) + fil(e) - f**(e), since D,, 0 and 
{a, A> E Wm, g). I 
We are going to compute the case when d, = 3, k, = 1 in (2.1)-(2.2), and 
the fiber of rr &Afb n n &N~ # (O}, where 7~: &L’, I-+ T*X is the projection 
along the tangent vectors. In what follows, we assume that the principal 
symbol of P is 
~=TI+(,J+~~K+~~L, (5.10) 
where lj is given by Proposition 3.5. The following proposition is needed in 
order to compute the invariants. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Assume that p12 is defined by (5.3)-(5.4), where @j = [, 
is given by (3.19). Zf O(w,) is real, w,EZ~, then Hess p12(wO) is real and 
indefinite on Z,. 
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Proof We may assume the coordinates chosen so that b,, = b,, = 1 and 
b,, = 0 at w,, E C,. Then we find 
Hess ‘12 = 2 ( sin(20) (1 + p2)i’2 cos(28) (1 + p2)‘12 cos(20) > 2p( 1 + p2)l12 - (1 + 2p2) sin(20) ’ (5.11) 
which is real at wO. Clearly, Hess pi2(w0) is indefinite on 82, if and only 
if 
sin(20)(2p( 1 + p2)‘12 - (1 + 2p2) sin(28)) < (1 + p’) cos2(28) at wO. 
This is equivalent to 2p( 1 + p’)i” sin(2B) < 1 + p2 + p2 sin2(20) at wO, 
which holds since p sin(2B) < (1 + P’)‘/~. 1 
Let M = { pi2 = p22 = 0}, where pij is given by (5.4). In what follows, we 
assume that M = L, u L,, where L, G Sj is an involutive manifold of 
codimension 2. By Remark 3.6, this means that e(w) in (5.2) is real on 
C,, since (-sin /3(w), cos e(w)) is in the fiber of J& at w E Z,. Now, 
Lj is involutive, which implies {P~~, p12} = 0 on A4. Since this bracket 
is independent of r, and Hess p12 1 az, is real and indefinite according 
to Proposition 5.4, we may find be So such that {pz2, p12} = bppL2. If 
B E Y$,,* with o(B) = 6, we obtain 
CP22, PI,]- BP,, = KE qhg. (5.12) 
Since this operator will play an important role in the propagation results, 
we shall compute its principal symbol. 
We shall denote by Ad’ p the Poisson brackets of r and ii, 1~ i < 3, of 
order j (involving j+ 1 terms). Thus, Ad’ p consists of a,ii, (ii, {,}, for 
example. Let p. be the term of order zero, in the expansion of P. Since 
k, = 1, we have 
R, = (a E So: a(a) vanishes of second order at 5’ = O}. 
For j= 3,4, we let R,= {u E S’: ~(a) vanishes of order j at 5’ = 0). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Assume that Ad’ PER,, Ad2 PER,, po=O on C,, 
and ff,po~ Roy microlocally near w. E Z,. Then we find that a(K) E R, 
near wo. 
Observe that Ad’ ~ER~G-cY~~~ER~, Vj. This means that a,b,=a,o=O 
atC2,soPiscoherent.IfAd1pER,,thenwefindAd2pER,oa~5jER,, 
Vj. When p. = 0 on .X2 we find H,p, E R,, which makes H,p, well defined 
modulo R,. The conditions in Proposition 5.5 are clearly satisfied in the 
case of Maxwell’s equations. 
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Proof: A direct calculation gives 
[h, plzl = 2~,,,~(cosW) i, -SW@) 1d 
+ 2H,,,~(sW~) i, + coG9) i2) + a,[, + ii,, iz) 
+sWWa,i, - {i,, i3))+cos(2~)(a, iz + {iI, i,)). (5.13) 
If we put y = cos(2B) i, - sin(20) i2, then 
{Pzz, P121 IM\Z2 = %CH,,,~- i3r ‘Hpl,~ 
+ (2~)~’ (a, L + I(,, C2> +sWW(a, iI - {iz, i,S) 
+~~~~~~~~~,i,+~i,~i,~~~lI,,,,~ (5.14) 
since sin(28) ii + cos(20) c2 = -i3 and y= -r#O on M/C,. Let V be a 
C” homogeneous vector field in x, such that 
VIM z [cos(28) D,, - sin(28) DC, - c3y -‘(sin(28) D,, + cos(2B) DC,)] I,,,, 
(5.15) 
modulo terms with coefficients in R,. Here D, = C a<, ii D,, implying 
V = 0 on C,. Let v E C” be homogeneous, and satisfy 
vI,r(2y)~‘(a,5,+{il,iz)+sin(2B)(a,i,-{i,,i,}) 
+cos(28)(a, 12 + {i,? 13}))1 M (5.16) 
modulo R,. Since Ad’ p E R,, we find v = 0 on C,. If M is involutive we 
obtain {pzz, piz} lM=O, which by (5.14) implies 
D,O+ VO+vrO mod R,, (5.17) 
since TL, v TL, span T,,C, and aZ, has dimension 2. This gives D,fl = 0 
on C,, implying {pzz, plz} E R,. Thus, we find {pzz, plz} =bp,,, where 
So 3 b = 0 on C,. Lower order terms in [P,,, P,,] are given by 
--Hp22(-Dlle+fi2)+iHp,z(-Dz1e+fzz)~ -&D,,~+D,f,, 
z -Dz2 D,,8, (5.18) 
modulo R,. In fact, the NC, component of Hc, is in R,, and po, D,6’ 
vanish on C,. This gives H,,, fz2 E R,, and similarly D,p, E R, implies 
D,fiz(t?) E R,, since D,tl= 0 on 2,. 
If BE qhg satisfies a(B) = b/i, then the symbol of 
K= Cf’x, f’nl - BPu N -D,, D,, 0 mod R,. (5.19) 
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In fact, b and -D , I 8 + fi2 vanish on C,, which makes the symbol of BP, 2 
equal to bplJi mod R,. Now D, I 6 = 0 on C,, which as before implies 
D,,D,,8~DD,D,,emodR,.SinceD,8=Oon~~,andAd’pER,,wefind 
[D,, D,,] 0~ R,. Thus, we obtain 
cr(K) E -D;e E [D,, V] 0 + D,v mod R,, (5.20) 
since D,, V preserves R,, and V, v vanish on 2,. 
It remains to compute the first jets of [D,, V] 0 and D,v at .X2. By 
Proposition 4.1, T,,M = T,,L, v T,,L2 is invariant under translations in t. 
The first jets at C,, are determined by the restriction to T,,A4. Now V and 
v vanish on Z;,, the NC, component of D, - H,,, is in R,, D, = H,,,, on 22, 
and HP22 is tangent to M. Thus, it suffices to compute the first jets of 
[H,,,, VIMI 0 and H,,,(vI,). Since Ad’ peR3 and D,B=O on C,, we find 
that H,,,kh~ ~ ’ 1 I M vanishes on C,, and since D,, z H,, mod R, we obtain 
[Hpz,, DC,1 8E -iH,rtf3zOmod R,. This gives [H,,,, V] 8ER0, since 
H,,, 8 = 0 at C,. Similarly, since Ad2 p E R,, H,,, 8, v and H,,,, y/y ) ,,,, vanish 
at C,, we find that HPz2ve R,. 1 
We shall now study the case when the system is coherent, which means 
that 
C?,l;,ZC.G mod R,, Vj, (5.21) 
by Corollary 4.10. As before, we shall assume M= L, u L,, where L, G S, 
is an involutive manifold of codimension 2, and we shall assume K given 
by (5.12). 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If P is coherent and pO=O on C,, then a(K)=0 
on Z,. 
Proof: Since {c,, 1;,} E R,, (5.13) gives 
{p22, p121 = 2H,,,fms(2e) il - W20) C2) 
+ 2H,,,@sin(28) i, + cos(2e) 12) 
+ sin(20) a,[, + cos(2e) 8,iz + 8,i3, (5.22) 
modulo R,. Because of (5.21), we find sin(28) a,[, + cos(26) a,i2 + a,[, z 
cp12, mod R,. Thus, if y = cos(28) c, - sin(2B) c2, then 
Since M is involutive and y = - r # 0 on M, this implies Hpz20 = a,8 = 0 
on C,. 
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As before, the term of order zero is 
-iH,,,(-D,,~+f,*)+iH,,,(-D*,e+f**)=o at C2, (5.24) 
since p0 and D,jd vanish on C,. Thus, if we choose a suitable BE Y& 
with h=a(B)=c/i on C,, we find that the principal symbol of 
K= [P,,, P12]-BP,2 is equal to b(DllQ-fi2)=0 at Z,. 1 
6. REGULARITY OF THE COUPLING TERM 
In this section, we shall estimate the regularity of the term [P,,, P,,] u2, 
which appears in (5.5), and is important when we decouple the system. 
We change notation, and put xi = t, x’ = (x,, . . . . xdO), which gives 
x=(x,,x',x")~RxR~~~'~R"--~~. We are going to use the Sobolev spaces 
H CT,sJ defined by (3.29) with t replaced with 5,) and also the usual 
H,,, = ff,r,o,. Introduce the symbol classes S’,” = S( (5 )’ h -‘, g), where 
h-*= 1 + 1r112+ ]<‘1*kO+*/(5)*ko and (r ) are weights for the metric g 
defined by 
g,,,(dx, &) = ldx12 + km* A*. (6.1) 
It is easy to see that g is (T temperate, g/g” = h* 6 1, and So c S( 1, g). Let 
Fs = Op S’,” be the corresponding pseudo-differential operators, which 
map H,,,, into L*. Assume that 
(6.2) 
has principal symbol p satisfying det p = <: - b*, where B(x, [‘, r”) is 
independent of 5 i , homogeneous of degree 1 in <, and vanishing of exactly 
order k, + 1 at (4’ = O}. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume that UES'(R~, C*), such that Pu and 
u,EH(,,,, at w,EC*. Then wefind [PL2, P,,] USE H+s,,+l, at wo, V6>0. 
Proof: Let 6 > 0 be fixed in what follows, clearly it is no restriction to 
assume that 6 < 1. We shall modify the proof of [3, Proposition 4.11, 
replacing the weight (5’) with h- ‘. By conjugating with an elliptic 




= ‘p”“p E y’ox 2, (6.3) 
q21 q22 
then a(q,?) = rf - fi’ is real, and q12 = [P,,, P,,] E Y’,‘. Let I E V*-’ have 
a symbol equal to h, put q = Iq,, E !@‘3’ and m = Aq,, E !P’*‘. Since 
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Q~EHwI), ~l~Hp,oj> and qz, E !P”,l, we find qu, + mu2 and qu, E H(,, at 
wo. Choose cut-off functions cp, I,$ E Sy,, such that cp = 1 in a conical 
neighborhood of wO, $ = 1 on supp q, and u,, Pu E H(,, on supp II/. Then 
$qu2 E H(,, and t+bqu, +@zuz =f~ Hc6), which gives Il/mq E H(,, _ r). The 
result follows if we prove that cpmu, E H(,,. 
Next, we localize in h-’ 3 ~(5)~. Let ME C,“(R) such that b(s)= 1 
when IsI < 1, then 
X(5)=~(h~‘/(r)6)ES(1, g), (6.4) 
since dx is supported, where h- ’ z ( 5)6. Clearly, ppmu, E H(,,, thus it 
remains to consider (1 - x) cpmu,. 
Now, we may normalize so that 141 <h-l and /q1T6hp1, where lql$ is 
the jth seminorm of q in S(h-‘, g). We introduce the Beals-Fefferman 
metric G = Hglh defined by 
He1 =maxW”, lql, (Id ?I* h), (6.5) 
which implies h -’ d H - ’ < h - ‘. Then G is [T temperate, and G/G” < H*. 
Also, we have S( 1, g) E S( 1, G), and q E S( H - ‘, G). (See the proof of [3, 
Proposition 4.11.) Choose {qk}, {tik}, and {Qk} E S(1, G) (with values in 
I*) such that supp (P, E U,, = {w; G,,(w - wk) <E*}, Dk = 1 on supp $k, 
and tik= 1 on supp qk. Also, we may assume that Ck Iqkl * = 1 on 
supp(l -x) cp, and {QkI are supported, where $ = 1 and h-’ 2 c(l)‘. 
Since { qk} is elliptic on supp( 1 - x) cp, supported where $ = 1, and H < ha, 
we find 
ll(1-X)cp~~2112~C 1 Ilw42112+ ll~~~,II~,,~,) , 
( > 
(6.6) 
where mk = cpk em. 
NOW we can use [3, Lemma 4.21, which only uses the general properties 
of the Beals-Fefferman metric G. By substituting @,a = u in this lemma, we 
obtain for small enough E > 0 
Ilmku211 d CN(llll/kuIII + ll(~J/l + ll~k4~2/l + II&,G~I), VNk. (6.7) 
Here f = +qu, + *mu2 E H(,,, and {R,,,}, E S(HN, G) (with values in 1*) is 
bounded by any power of the G” distance to ~upp{@~}. Since h-‘/(t)” is 
a weight for g, we obtain that h ~ ’ < p (5)” implies that the g distance to 
supp { Qk} is bounded from below by a positive constant, for small enough 
p. Since G”ah-‘-‘g and h-‘ac(<)’ in supp{@,}, we find 
{RN,k}k~ S( (5)-N’, G) VN, when h-’ <p(t)“, for small enough p. When 
h-‘2p(t)‘, we find Hbh*<cp([)pS2 making {R,,,},ES&~ there. 
Since {$k} is supported where $ = 1, we may replace (elk by ek$ in (6.7). 
By summing up, we obtain the result. 1 
580/104.‘2-I4 
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7. ESTIMATES FOR THE WAVE SYSTEMS 
We are going to prove propagation of H,,, ,) regularity for the wave 
systems we are going to use. Return to the coordinates (1, x’, x”) E 
R x R”O- 1 x R”-& used in Section 5. Let H,,,, and Hi,,, be defined by 
(3.29) and (3.33), and let g, m be defined by (3.8)-(3.9). In what follows, 
we shall consider pseudo-differential operators in x = (x’, x”), depending 
C” on t. As in Section 5, we shall suppress the t dependence, and write 
S(m, g) instead of C%(R) S(m, g)). First we are going to consider the 
following N x N system, 
Q=qId,+Q,+Qo. (7.1) 
Here q is a scalar operator with symbol 
(7.2) 
where /3 E S(m, g) is homogeneous and satisfies (3.2). We shall also assume 
Q, =AoD,+A,, (7.3) 
where Aj~ Op S(&, g), and assume Q, E Op S( 1, g). We are going to 




Since we are going to assume that 5 # 0 in WF(u), the restrictions are well 
defined. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Assume that u E 9’(R”, CN) satisfies (7.4), and 5 # 0 in 
WF(u). If uo E H,,,,, u1 E ff,r,s- I 1 at (x0, 50hf~H;r,,-,, at (t,Xo, tO)for 
OG t 6 to, and &,=O, then UE Hi,,, at (to, x0, lo). 
Proof First, by conjugating with an elliptic, scalar operator with 
symbol in S( (5 ) r ms, g), we may assume that r = s = 0. We are going to 
reduce to a first order symmetric system. Let u, = u and v2 = AD,u, where 
2 E Op S(m -I, g) has symbol m - ‘. Then V= ‘(ui , u2) E g’( R”, CZN), 5 # 0 
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Here P= Id,, D, + K, F= ‘(0, A.), V, = ‘(q,, Au,), and KE Op S(m, g) has 
symbol equal to 
0 --A-’ Id,,, 
-p*AId, 0 
mod S( 1, g). (7.6) 
We find V0 E H(,,,, = L2 at (x0, toI and F~ff;~,~, at (4 x0, to) for 
0 < t < to. Thus, the result follows from the following proposition. 1 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let P = D, Id,,, + K, where K E Op S(m, g) has symbol 
which is diagonizable in S( 1, g) with eigenvafues &B mod S( 1, g), and 
/I E C” is homogeneous, atisfying (3.2). Assume that V E 9’(R”, C N), r # 0 
in WF( V) and V satisfies (7.5). If V. E L2 at (x0, to), FE Hi, 0j a? (t, x0, to) 
for 0 < t < to, and 5; = 0, then VE Hi,,, at (to, x0, to). 
The condition on k means that there exists a basis of eigenvectors 
{vi} E S( 1, g), with eigenvalues f fi mod S( 1, g). 
Prooj Since 5 #O in WF( V) and <b =O, it is easy to see that VE H(,,,, 
at (t, x0; r, co) when T #O and 0 <t < to. By cut-off we may assume 
u E d’, then we only have to prove that VE L2 at (to, x,; 0, to), by 
[ 1, Lemma 2.31. By the assumptions and Definition 3.8, we may find 
Y(t, x, 5) E S( 1, g) such that !Pz 1 in a conical neighborhood of 
{(t,~,,~~): O<t<t,}, YFEL’ when O<t<t,, and YVI,=,EL~. Let 
Y. = Y) t = o and consider the Cauchy problem 
PU= YF for O<tdto 
(7.7) 
Ulr=o= yovo. 
This has a unique solution UEC”(R, 9’(Rflp1, C”))n L2 by [3, 
Lemma 5.41. In fact, in that proof we only need that k E S( (l’), 8) is sym- 
metrizable, where g= Idx12+ ldt’12/(t’)2+ ld512/(<)2. Put W= V-U, 
then (t, x0; r, co) $ WF(P W) = WF(( 1 - Y)F), Vr, 0 d t < to, (see the proof 
of Lemma 3.9) and (x0, to) # WF( WI t=o) = WF(( 1 - Yo) V,). By using the 
parametrix in [4, Proposition 3.41, and the microlocal uniqueness obtained 
from the results in [4, Sect. 51, we find that (to, x0; 0, co)+ WF( W). 
Actually, one of the eigenvalues of k has to be equal to 0 in [4], but this 
condition is easily satisfied by completing (t, t-b) to a symplectic coor- 
dinate system, and conjugating with a suitable elliptic, Fourier integral 
operator of order zero. Clearly, this preserves the microlocal conditions 
near Z:,, since H, is tangent to EC,. 1 
Next, we are going to study a related wave system. Let Q E Y& be 
defined by (7.1 t(7.3) with N = 1, thus it is a scalar operator. Clearly, 
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it satisfies the generalized Levi condition in [4, (1.3)]. Let 
P = D, +f( t, x, D,) E YLhg be a scalar operator, with f~ Op S(m, g) having 
real (homogeneous) principal symbol. We shall consider the microlocal 
Cauchy problem 
Qu,+Rou,= 1 
Ru+Pu=; 1 I 2 2 (7.8) 
(u,, Dtu1, UZ)lr=“=(gl, g2> g3). 
Here R, E !P& and R,=A,D,+A,EY$,, with A,~OpS(rn~,g)nS’,,,,. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let u E W(R”, C2) satisfy (7.8), and let 5 # 0 in 
WF(u). Assume that gl E H,,,), g2 and g3E Hcr,s-I) at (x0, toI, f, and 
f2Efqr,s-1) at (t, x0, to) for 06 t d to, and 5; = 0. Then u, EH;,,,) and 
~2 E H;,,- 1) at (to, x0> 50). 
Proof We are going to use the method of proof in [3, Proposition 5.11. 
As in the proof of Proposition 7.2, it is clear that [3, Lemmas 5.2-5.41 hold 
for P, since we only need in the proofs that k E S( (5’ ), 2) is symmetrizable. 
Also, observe that the condition that 4 # 0 in WF( V) in [3, Lemma 5.31, 
is not necessary for the proof. In fact, it follows from the assumptions when 
t <E, and it is only needed there. 
As before, we may assume that r = s = 0, and we shall reduce to a first 
order system. Let vi = u,, u2 = ,lD,u,, and u3 = Au,, where II E Op S(m- ‘, g) 
is chosen as in the proof of Proposition 7.1. Then V = ‘(ui , ufr u3) satisfies 




L* at (x0, to), and KE Op S(m, g) has principal symbol 
kg (-;‘A -r i) modS(l, g). (7.10) 
It remains to prove that V/E Hi,,,, at (to, x0, to). Clearly, it is no restriction 
to assume to < 6, for some small 6 > 0. By proceeding as in the proof of 
Proposition 7.2, solving a L2 Cauchy problem, we may assume that 
PVE C” at (t, x0; r, to), Vr, 0~ t d to, VE Cm(R) 9’) and VlrcO~ C” at 
(x0, to). By cutting off with the Heaviside function in t, as in [3, Proof of 
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Proposition 5.11, we may assume that VE C” in { t<O}. Clearly, it is 
no restriction to assume VE 8’. It remains to prove that VE C” at 
(t, x,; 0, tJ,) for 0 < t < 6, if 6 is small enough. Now k is not homogeneous, 
which is needed when changing time variable and making the preparation. 
Thus we return to the original system (7.8). We find that (u,, u2) = 
(u,, ~-IV,) satisfies (7.8) with &.EC~ at (t, x,;O, to) for 0~ t<t,, and 
z+GC” in {t<O),j=l,2. Clearly, we have WF(V)=n WF(u,). 
We are going to change the time variable. Put 
r=t+Ix-x,12+(15’12+22)~2+15”~-~~/~~;(~~2, (7.11) 
where ~=l(r,<)l~‘, and let Ll={O<t}n{r<6}, 6>0. Then, we find 
that Sz is in an arbitrarily small conical neighborhood of (0, x,; 0, to) for 
6 small enough, since &,=O. We find VE C” in (r CO}, and PVE C” in 
{r < S}, for small enough 6. We shall now replace t by the new time 
variable r. 
It is easy to see that the Poisson brackets {r, {r, In’} } = 0(~??‘~+ ‘) in Sz, 
so if 6 is small enough we find {r, {r, q} } # 0 in Sz, where 
q=o(Q)=T2-/12. Clearly, {r,q}=q=O at (O,x,;O,&,). Let p=r, and 
complete (r, p) to a homogeneous, symplectic coordinates system 
(r, y; p, q). Since H,. $ T,,C, this can be done so that C, = {p = 0 A q’ = 0). 
Also, we find that TC, is equal to {p = 0) at Z,, and p Jz = 
wI’lko+lll~lko). 
Since ap = H, = 8, at (0, x,; 0, lo), we may use Malgrange’s preparation 
theorem and homogeneity, to find a homogeneous c0 E So such that 
4= cob2 + pb,(r, .k v) + b2(ry y, rl)) in Q, (7.12) 
for small enough 52. Here 0 # co E So, b, E Sj is homogeneous and vanishes 
oforderj(ko+1)atC2,j=1,2,sinceqI.=O.Bychoosingp+b,(r,y,r1)/2 
as new p coordinate, we may assume 6, = 0. Also, we may use Malgrange’s 
preparation theorem and homogeneity, to obtain 
@I = P +f= C(P + 4r, Y, 4~)). (7.13) 
Here 0 # c E So and a E S’ is homogeneous and vanishes of order k, + 1 at 
EC,, since a(P) I z = O(p). 
By conjugating by an elliptic, scalar Fourier integral operator, and mul- 
tiplying with an elliptic, homogeneous 2 x 2 system, we obtain q = p2 + 6, 
and a(P) = p + a. Now assume that the lower order terms in (7.8) are given 
by the expansion Q, + Q, + . .. , where 
, qjkc=S2+i-kinQ. (7.14) 
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By using Malgrange’s preparation theorem we obtain by homogeneity 
q{.‘=cjl ,(p2+b2)+rj’p+e{.\, 
qj2=c{?~,(p+a)+e{* 
in 52, (7.15) 
where c{” E S’, and r{’ , e{k E S’ are independent of p. Condition (7.3) means 
that Q satisfies the generalized Levi condition in [4, (1.3)]. This condition 
is invariant under conjugation by elliptic, Fourier integral operators and 
multiplication by elliptic pseudo-differential operators, according to [4, 
Lemma 1.11. Thus we obtain that e:’ vanishes of order k, + 1 on C,. Since 
qf’ is the principal symbol of R,, we obtain that e:’ also vanishes of order 
k, + 1 on C,. By multiplying the system with I - C,, where C, = (c{~), i < 0, 
and using (7.15) for the lower order terms, we obtain by induction the 
system of the form (7.3) with (t, x) replaced by (r, y). By reducing to a first 
order system as before, and using [3, Lemma 5.31, we obtain that 
(Ul? u~)EC~ in52, thus I’EC” at (t,x,;0,t0)forO<t<6. 1 
8. THE PROPAGATION OF POLARIZATION 
We shall now prove the results on the propagation of polarization. First 
we consider the case when there is no polarization condition. Since 
C = S, u S,, where the hypersurfaces are tangent at the involutive manifold 
C,, we find that C and C, are foliated by bicharacteristics of C. Let 
s,*(w)=sup(s~R: UEH~,, at w} WE T*X\O 
be the regularity function. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let P E !P$&X) be an N x N system of uniaxial type at 
w,EZ~. Assume that UE~‘(X, C”) satisfies s&>s-m + 1 at wO. Then 
min(s,*, s) is constant on the bicharacteristics of Z near wO. 
ProoJ By multiplication and conjugation with elliptic, scalar pseudo- 
differential operators, we may assume that m = 1 and s = 0. By Proposi- 
tions 3.1 and 3.2 we may assume that N = 2, the coordinates (t, x) chosen 
so that Z:,= {r=O A t’=O), and P is on the form (3.10). In fact, since 
EE y;tQ? in (3.3) is elliptic, we obtain uj~ H(,, when j > 2. 
The result clearly holds on Z-i since dim Ker p = 1 there, so the operator 
is essentially scalar (see [ 7, Theorem 26.1.41). By assumption, Pu E H,,, in 
a conical neighborhood U of wO, for some E > 0. We only have to prove 
that, if UE H,,, at (t, x,; 0, rO)~ UnC, for t < t,, then UE H(,, at 
(t,, x,; 0, co). In fact, the condition trivially holds for any s < 0. 
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Thus, assume that UE H,,, at (t, x,; 0, &,) E U n Z, for t < t,. By 
Proposition 3.7, we may assume that for any N and 6 > 0 we have 
b(T, ‘81 ~C~,N<(T, t)>-” when ITI 2 ca((4)‘+ (m)). (8.1) 
Here m is given by (3.8), so 5 # 0 in WF(u). We are going to use 
the Sobolev spaces H,,,, and Hi,,, defined by (3.29) and (3.33) and we 
shall put Hi,, = Hi,,,,. Let Q = ‘P”“P, then QU E H,,, -I) in U. Since 
S(m, 8) E Si,,, and we may assume 6 6 p, Lemma 3.9 implies that Pu and 
QU satisfy (8.1). If we choose 6 < E in (8.1) we find QU E Hi, ~,) in 
q,(UnC,) by (3.37), q,(t, x; T, [) = (t, X, <). Similarly, since u and 
PUE H,,, at (t, x,; 0, to) E U for t < t,, we obtain that UE Hi,, and 
Dram&-,) at (t,xO, <,,)exO(Un.Z‘,), t<t,. Then 
for almost all r < t,, close to t,. Proposition 7.1 with Q = ‘P”“P, gives 
u E Hi,, at (to, x,,, t,,), and Lemma 3.9 gives u E H(,,, at (to, x,; 0, to). 1 
Over C, = C\C,, the polarization set of u is a union of Hamilton orbits 
when Pu E H(,,, since P is of real principal type there (see [2, DeIini- 
tion 4.11). Over C,, the singularities may be carried by limits of Hamilton 
orbits. We are going to consider the limit Hamilton orbit case, first when 
the condition in Proposition 4.5 is satisfied. As before, we assume that 
p E q* is of uniaxial type at w0 E C,. Let Y E J$$ be a C” line bundle 
over S,, for example, j= 1. Since S, is a union of bicharacteristics, ?Ir is a 
union of (limits of) Hamilton orbits over Si, and we have rr &Vb = V lZZ, 
where rc is the projection: &Y, H C,. We shall define an invariant curvature 
of V at C,. Choose VES’ homogeneous of degree 0 in 5, and 
wr , w2 E S’ pm homogeneous of degree 1 - m, such that u spans Y” over S1 , 
w1 spans N,,. over S2 \C,, and w, , w2 span M& over C,. This is possible, 
according to Proposition 4.5. Let VE qhg and W, E Y$;,” have principal 
symbols u and wj, j = 1,2. Put 
P,’ W,*PVE Y$&, (8.2) 
and pi = a(Pj). Clearly, p = (p,, pz) = 0 on S,, and p1 = 0 on S2 also. By 
condition (2.4) we find dp # 0 at Z,, and since dp, = 0 at C, we obtain 
dp, # 0. Thus, we can find C E !f$,g such that 
P, + CP, = KE !&. (8.3) 
As before, we let R, = {a E So: a(a) I Z vanishes of order k, + 1 at Z,} be the 
set of error terms. 
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PROPOSITIONS 8.2. Let K he given by (8.3). Then we find that k r a(K), 
module R, and elliptic factors, is invariant under conjugation of P by elliptic, 
scalar Fourier integral operators, multiplication of P by elliptic N x N system 
of pseudo-differential operators, and is independent of the choice of V, W,, 
and C. 
Proof Since k is a principal symbol, it is invariant under elliptic, scalar 
Fourier integral operators, corresponding to homogeneous canonical trans- 
formations on T*X. Choose symplectic coordinates so that C = { 2’ = fl’}, 
where /? E C” satisfies (3.2). Let Rj = {a E $&: o(a) = 0 on S,} for j = 1, 2. 
Observe that R, u R, z R,. Clearly, v and wI are unique, modulo elliptic 
factors and terms in R, and R,, respectively. Since pz = 0 on S, and 
dp, # 0, we obtain that p2 is well-defined modulo elliptic factors. Also, we 
find p1 = ‘W, pv = 0 on C. This gives g(C) = - p,/p2 E R,, so we obtain 
from the calculus that the lower order terms in the composition CP, are in 
R,. Since pv and %,p~ S’ .R,, we obtain that terms in R, in the expan- 
sion of V and W,, only give terms in R, in the expansion of K. Multiplying 
v and w, by elliptic factors, corresponds to replacing V by VE, and W, by 
WjEj, where E and E, are elliptic. Clearly, this replaces K by E: KE, which 
gives an elliptic factor in k. Multiplication by elliptic systems only has the 
effect of changing lower order terms in V and W,, which proves the 
invariance. 1 
DEFINITION 8.3. We call K E o(K) Is, mod R,, the curvature of the C” 
line bundle Y c J+$ over S,. 
Clearly j%c, the k,th jet of the curvature at Z,, is well defined modulo 
invertible transformations corresponding to multiplication by elliptic 
factors. Let 7~~ : T*Xx C”’ H T*X be the projection along CN. Now we can 
prove the propagation theorem in this limit Hamilton orbit case. 
THEOREM 8.4. Let PE Y;* be an N x N system of uniaxial type at 
w0 E C,, and let A E !I’& be a 1 x N system such that the dimension of the 
fiber of XA n J$ is equal to 1 at wO, and M, = z,(Jva n J$\O) is a hyper- 
surface near wO. Let IC be the curvature of .hf* n JV,, over M,, and assume 
that the k,th jet 
jk0(D2ic + C,DK + C~K) = 0 at Z2, (8.4) 
near w,,, for some COG Cm(MA), where O# D is the Hamilton field of M,. 
Then, if u E 9’(X, C”) satisfies min(& + m - 1, s,* + 1) > s at wO, we find 
that min(&, s) is constant on the bicharacteristics of Z’, near wO. 
In this case M, = S, for some j, the dimension of JV~ n Jyb is equal to 
one on Sj, XA n XP Iz2 = 71 aM-i,, and MA n J$ is a union of (limits of) 
Hamilton orbits. 
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Proof As in the proof of Theorem 8.1 earlier, we may assume that 
m = 1, s = 0, N= 2, P is of the form in Proposition 3.2. Also, we may 
assume PM E H,,, and u E H,, ~ i) in a conical neighborhood U of w0 E C, for 
some E > 0. By using Theorem A.4 as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we 
may assume that A E C”(R, Y&) is independent of r. Since a(A) # 0, we 
obtain that Au z ui mod H,,, in U, by conjugation with a suitable elliptic 
system in Cm(R, qhg). As in the proof of Theorem 8.1, we only have to 
prove that u1 E H,,, at (t, x,; 0, to) E Un C, for t < t,, implies 24i E H(,, at 
(to, x0; 0, 50) = wo. 
Assume that u1 E H,,, at (t,x,;O,~,)~UnC, for t<t,. Let the symbol 
class S(Am, g) be defined with 1= (5) -’ and m, g given by (3.8)-(3.9). It 
is no restriction to assume M, = S,. Since ‘(0, 1) E JV~ n A$ on M, = S,, 
we obtain pz2 = a(P,,) = r +/I, and P,, E C”(R, !J$,) with principal 
symbol p12 proportional to the curvature of MA n J$ over S,, modulo 
Cm(R, S(Am, g)). In fact, homogeneity gives a E C”(R, S(im, g)), if a E R, 
is independent of r. Since pz2 E r + /I, we obtain that the symbol of 
PO= [P,,, P,,] is proportional to DC, modulo Cm(R, S(lm, g)), where 
D = H,, is the Hamilton field of S,. Thus, condition (8.4) means that 
CPE, PO] + CI PO+ CoPI E Cm@, OP S(Am, g)) (8.5) 
for suitable C, E C”(R, qhg). 
Now Proposition 6.1 gives P,u, E H,, ~ ,) at (t, x0; 0, to) E U when t < to, 
Vp < E. In fact, we find by homogeneity that (6.2) holds when 171 < Cl 51. 
By using Lemma 3.9 and (8.1) as in the proof of Theorem 8.1, with 
6 < min(s, p), p = k,/(k, + l), we may assume that t # 0 in WF(u), and 
when t < to. We also obtain u E Hi ~ i), Pu E Hi,, , and Qu = ‘PcoPu E Hi0 ~ 1j 
in zO( Un C,). We find 
for almost all r < to, close to to. If qll = P,,P,, - P,,P,,, then (5.5) gives 
411 Ul g PO% mod &-,, in 7co(UnZz), (8.6) 
since Qu E Hi,, _ ,) there. We obtain from (8.5) that 
(P22 + Cl) PO% = (COP,, - POP,,) UI mod Hi0 -1j in 7c0(UnZ,), 
(8.7) 
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since UEH; ,) and PUE Hi,, there. Clearly, (8.6)-(8.7) defines a 2 x 2 
system of the form (7.8) for (u,, P,u,). Proposition 7.3 gives (u,, P,u,) E 
qo, x qo. ~ I ) at (to, x0, to), which by Lemma 3.9 completes the proof. 1 
Next, we assume that PE Y;&, is an N x N system of uniaxial type at 
w,EC~, d,=3, k,=l in (2.1))(2.2), and the fiber of z&+~~,c-I~c~JV~,# 
(0). By Remark 3.6, each vector in -“r, is the image of one line in 8J-k and 
one in &JV~ under the projection rc: aZ, x CN++ C, x CN. We shall 
compute the invariant curvature in this case. Let A E qhg be a 1 x N 
system such that the fiber of -Vi n J$ has dimension 1 at w0 E C,, thus in 
a neighborhood in Z,. Let M, =x,(.&‘~ n&\O), where n,: T*XxCN++ 
T*X is the projection along the fibers. Assume that M, = L, u L,, where 
L, is a hypersurface in S,, thus the codimension of L.j is equal to 2, j= 1,2. 
We find that TL, u TL, = TM spans TZ at .Ez. By Proposition 4.2 and 
Definitions 4.7, JIrA A Xp is a union of (reduced) Hamilton orbits o Lj is 
involutive, j= 1, 2. Assuming this is the case, we shall define an invariant 
curvature of JV~ n JV& 
Choose homogeneous u E So and w,, ~1~ E S’ pm such that v spans 
M, n J$ over M,, and w,, w2 span Jfp* over C,, near wo. Then pv Iz. 
vanishes of second order at C,, and we shall also demand that ‘Wjp Ir 
vanishes of second order at Z,, j= 1, 2, which by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 
can be done. Choose V E qhg and W, , W, E Y$;,” such that a( V) = v and 
r~( Wj) = We, j = 1, 2. Let P, = Wj*PV and (T( Pi) = pj, j = 1, 2. Since p, = 0 at 
M,=L,uL,, wetind {p,,p2}=0there. 
LEMMA 8.5. There exist A,, A, E !f$,g such that 
[PI, P,I-A,P,-A,P,=KE ‘J$hn, 
microlocally near w. E .?I,. 
(8.8) 
Proof: We only have to prove that microlocally, 
{PI7 P21 =a,p, +a2p2, (8.9) 
for some homogeneous aj E So. For that purpose, we may take other elliptic 
linear combinations of p, and p2. Because of (2.4), we find that 
d(p,, p2) # 0 at w. E C,. Clearly, it is no restriction to assume that 
dImp,=dp,=Oatwo~C,.LetM={Rep,=O},whichisahypersurface 
in T*X. Since dp,=O on T,,Z, we find TM= TC at C,. Since dp, =0 at 
wo, we may assume that d2p2 is real and indefinite on aZ,, by Proposi- 
tion 5.4. In fact, Lemma 4.6 shows that (d’p,, d2p2)lal, is well defined up 
to elliptic linear combinations. Also, w2(wo) is uniquely determined, 
modulo an elliptic factor, by the condition that ‘w2 a,pu = app2 = 0 at wo, 
Vp E NC. Since Im pj = 0 on M, E M, which is a union of two transversal 
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hypersurfaces in h4, we find that Im pj= aj Re p2 on h4, j= 1,2. This 
implies Im pi = aj Re p2 + flj Re pl, where OL, and flk are real with /Ii = 0 at 
wO. By taking an elliptic linear combination, we may assume that pj is real, 
j= 1,2. Similarly, we obtain (pl, p2} = a,p, on M, which gives (8.9). Since 
dp, and dp, are linearly independent at M, \C,, we find that aj is uniquely 
defined on M,, j= 1,2. 1 
PROPOSITION 8.6. Let K be given by (8.8). Then we find that kg o(K), 
module R, and elliptic factors, is invariant under conjugation of P with 
elliptic, scalar Fourier integral operators, multiplication of P by elliptic 
N x N systems, and is independent of the choices of V, W, and A, above. 
ProojI Since k is a principal symbol, it is invariant under elliptic, scalar 
Fourier integral operators, corresponding to homogeneous canonical trans- 
formations. According to Proposition 3.1, we may assume that the coor- 
dinates are chosen so that C= {? = S’} and C, = {t = /I =O}, where 
/I E C” satisfies (3.2). Since k, = 1, and TM, spans TC at C,, it is clear 
that v is well defined, up to elliptic factors and terms in R,. By the prepara- 
tion of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we find that (wi, w2) is well delind, up to 
elliptic linear combinations and terms in R,. Since pv 1 z and ‘W,p 1 z vanish 
of second order at C,, the calculus implies that terms in R, in the expan- 
sion of V and W,, only give terms in R, in the expansion of Pi. Since TM, 
spans TC at C,, and HP, is tangent to M, and C,, HP, preserves R,. 
For fixed (p, , p2), we find that ak = o(Ak) is well defined modulo terms 
vanishing at MA, thus modulo R,. By expanding the composition AkPk, 
using that pj E S’ . R,, we find that terms in R, in the expansion of A,, only 
give terms in R, in the expansion of K. Next, we consider elliptic factors. 
Replacing v by ev, So 3 e # 0, corresponds to replacing V by VE if a(E) = e 
(since lower order terms in V and Wj does not matter). This replaces Pi by 
P,E, and K by EKE, giving an elliptic factor in the principal symbol. 
Similarly, different elliptic linear combinations of wI and w2 replaces P, by 
Ck BT P,, where o(B,k) = bf satisfies bibi - b: bi # 0. This replaces K by 
(Bi Bi - By Bi) K, giving an elliptic factor as well. Multiplication of P 
by elliptic systems, only has the effect of changing lower order terms in the 
expansion of V and W,, for fixed v and wj. 1 
DEFINITION 8.7. We call KE o(K)I,, mod R,, the curvature of 
X4 n J+$ over MA. A real C” vector field D # 0 on C, is called a Hamilton 
field of MA n Jlrp, if there exist CI,, c(* E C”(C) such that 
D~uIH,,+a,H,, on MA, (8.10) 
modulo terms with coefficients in R,. 
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Observe that D is tangent to M,. It follows from the proof of 
Lemma 8.5, that there always exist Hamilton fields of .JV~ n &,, and that 
we may choose p, and elk real in (8.10). It also follows that the curvature 
and the Hamilton fields of .A> n J$, are well defined (up to elliptic factors). 
In fact, if we choose coordinates as in Proposition 3.1, then the only com- 
ponent of (H,,,, H,,) that is non-vanishing on C,, is the a, component. 
The value of this component on C,, is determined by the values of wI 
and u on C,. The other components have coefficients that are determined 
up to elliptic linear combinations and terms in R,, by Lemma 4.6. 
Multiplication with a factor, which is equal to one on C,, only changes 
these vanishing components by terms in R,. 
The first jet j ‘K of the curvature at Z*, is well defined modulo invertible 
transformations corresponding to multiplication by elliptic factors, since 
TM, spans TZ at C,. As before, let rz , : T*Xx CN H T*X be the projec- 
tion along the fibers, and rr: aZ, H C, the projection along the tangent 
vectors. We shall now prove the propagation result in this case. 
THEOREM 8.8. Let PE !P;& be an N x N system of uniaxial type at 
W,EZ*, such that d, = codim C, = 3, the characteristic surfaces S, and 
Sz are tangent of exactly order k, = 1 at C,, and the fiber of 
nax:,nna&,#{O) over wO. Let A E !P& be a 1 x N system such that 
the dimension of the fiber of MA n A$ is equal to one at wO E 2,. Assume 
that M, = x,(JV~ nJ$\O) = L, u L,, where L,G S, is an involutive 
codimension 2 manifold, j = 1, 2. Let K be the curvature of MA n Mp over 
M,, and assume that the first jet 
j'(DK+CK)=O at C, (8.11) 
near wO, for some Hamilton field D of JV~ n J$ and c E Cm(C). Then, tf 
u~9’(X, C”) satisfies min(s&, +m - 1, s,* + 1) > s at wO, we find that 
min(&, s) is constant on the bicharacteristics of C, near w,,. 
In this case JV~ n ,lrp I s2 G Xn, and JV.~ n Jr/-, is a union of (reduced) 
Hamilton orbits. Proposition 5.5 gives sufficient conditions for j 'K 3 0 at 
C,, which is true in the case of Maxwell’s equations. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 8.4, we may assume that m = 1, 
s = 0, N = 2, and P is on the form in Proposition 3.2. Clearly, we find 
PuEH~,) and ~EH+~) in a conical neighborhood U of w0 E .Zz, for some 
E > 0. Also, we may assume that Au z u, mod HcE). As before, we only have 
to prove that U, E H,,, at (t, x,; 0, &,) E U n C, for t < t,, implies ui E H(,, 
at (to, x0; 0, to) = wo. 
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Assume that U, E HcEj at (t, x,; 0, to) E U n C, for t < t,. By Lemma 8.5, 
there exist Bj~ C”(R, !J’&,), such that 
Cf’,,, f’,zl -B,P,, - B,P,, = KE Cm@, !f’$& (8.12) 
where a(K) = k is proportional to the curvature of JV”” n A’,, over M,, 
modulo R,. Since dpz2 #O, it follows from Definition 8.7 and (8.11) that 
we may find uj E C”(R, So) such that 0 #a, H,,, + H,,, is real, and 
(a, Hp,, + Hp,, + iao) k I Ma g 0 mod R,. 
By the proof of Lemma 8.5, we may assume that a, p12 + pz2 is real. Since 
k, = 1 and TM, spans TC at C,, we find that if Aj E C”(R, Y&.), 
a( Aj) = uj, then 
CA,P,, + f’,,, Kl + AoKe CV, OP SW, g)), (8.13) 
where 2 = (<) -I, and m, g are defined by (3.8)-(3.9). 
As in the proof of Theorem 8.4, we tind that Proposition 6.1 gives 
KU2EH(,,-,, in (2, x0; 0, to) E U when t < to, Vp < E. By using (8.1) with 
6 < min(e, 4) (k, = 1 ), we may assume that 5 # 0 in WF(u), and 
(~1, Dtu~, Ku,)~H;o,xH;o,-,,xH;o,~,, at (4 x0, lo)Eno(UnC2) 
when t < to. We also obtain that UE Hi-,,, PUE Hi,,, and QU = *PC“Pu~ 
H;, - 1) in rro( Un C,). We find 
(u,, D,u,, Ku2) I, = r E Hco, x ff,, ~ 1) x H,, ~ 1) at (x0, toI, (8.14) 
for almost all r < to, close to to. If q= P,,P,, - P,2P2, + B, P,, + P,P,, 
we find from (5.5) and (8.12) that 
qu, z Ku, mod Hio, ~ 1) in n,( U n C,), (8.15 
since PU E Hi,, and QU E Hi, ~,) there. We obtain from (8.13) that 
(A,P,,+P,,+Ao)K+~ -K(A,P,,+P,,)u, mod Hi, - 1 ) (8.16) 
in x,(UnC,), since UEH;~~, and PUE Hi,, there. Clearly, (8.14)-(8.16) 
defines a Cauchy problem of the form (7.8) for (a,, Kuz). Proposition 7.3 
gives (u,, Ku21 6 Hi,, x Hi, -1j at (to, x0, to), which according to 
Lemma 3.9 completes the proof. m 
Remark 8.9. Let H, be the Hamilton field of C. If we replace (8.11) by 
the condition that 
H,K+cK=O at Z, (8.17) 
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near u’,,, for some c E CX(Z,), and assume min(s&, + m - 1, s,T + l/2) > s at 
wO, then the conclusion in Theorem 8.8 holds. 
This follows from the fact that the Hamilton field D is proportional to 
H, on C,, and from the inequality 
15’l/ltl G (151 -‘i2 + ((‘I2 I51 ‘;‘)/2 d C<8>/li’l ‘.‘2> (8.18) 
which makes (8.13) hold modulo C” (R, Op S(,?‘j2m, g)) and implies 
(8.16). In the case when IC = 0 on C,, we find that HZti % c Dti mod R,, 
for any Hamilton field D of NA n .A$, c # 0. Then, we may replace D with 
H, in (8.11). Proposition 5.6 gives sufficient conditions for K = 0 at Z,. In 
general, the Hamilton field Hz of Z will not be a Hamilton field of 
A’“” n A$, even for coherent systems. 
PROPOSITION 8.10. Assume that P E Yjhp is a 2 x 2 system, such that 
o(P) = zI + cl J + c2K + [,L, where [, is given by (3.19). Let A E q,,, be a 
1 x N system, such that the fiber of Jlr, n JV~ has dimension 1 at w0 E C,. 
Assume that M, = 71, (MA n J’,, \O) = L I u L, , where L, E S, is an involutive 
mantfold of codimension 2, j = 1, 2. Then H, (the Hamilton field of Z) is a 
Hamilton field of MA n J$ tf and only if p = 0 at Z,, i.e., o(P) is symmetric 
module terms vanishing of third order at C,. 
Proof Since MA n A$. E A, at C,, we find a(A) = c(cos 8, sin e) at Z2, 
for some 8 E R and c # 0. By using Proposition 5.1 with a suitable 8 E So, 
we may assume that p=cr(P) is given by (5.3)-(5.4) with cr,=[,, and the 
fiber of MA n A$ is spanned by ‘(0, 1) over M, = { ,v,~ = p22 = 0). Then we 
have det p = r2 - j’ = pi, p22 - p21 P,~. This gives 
2(ra,-BHp)=p,,H,,,-p2,H,,,=22(H,,,+i,z~’H,,,) on MA, 
(8.19) 
since pI1 = 22 - p22 and p21 = p12 - 21,. Clearly, H, is proportional to 
i3-fi5-‘HB= H,,,+l&HpIz on MA, (8.20) 
where 
(3/T = (- l)j[j//l z (- 1)’ 2p(6 + p2)“2 t;:/p on LjzS,, 
modulo terms vanishing of third order at C, by (3.19). Since 6 + p* # 0 on 
C,, /I > 0, and TL,, TL, are transversal in aZ’, , we find that t3/r I,,.,” has 
a unique limit on C, if and only if p = 0 on ,E2. fl 
The case then the polarization is not tangent to the (limit) Hamilton 
orbits, will be studied in the next section. We are also interested in the dis- 
tribution of the singularities of the solution, when we have a polarization 
condition. 
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THEOREM 8.11. Let PE ylpmhg be an N x N system of uniaxial type at 
W,EL,, and let A E q,,, be a 1 x N system such that the dimension of 
A(-, nJ$ is equal to 1 at wO. Assume that u E 9(X, C”) satisfies 
min($,+m- l,s;,)>s at wO. Then, WF”,,,(u) is a union of C” line 
bundles in JV”” n J$ over bicharacteristics of 2 in M, = z 1(~,1 n Np\O) 
near wO. 
When JV”” n J$ is a union of (limits of) Hamilton orbits, as in the case 
of Theorems 8.4 or 8.8, we obtain that WF”,,,(u) is a union of (limits of) 
Hamilton orbits in JV~ n M-, near w0 E Z,. Observe that, if the bicharac- 
teristic through w E Z, is not contained in M,, i.e., XA n A$ does not 
contain the Hamilton orbit through J$. over w, then w $ WF(,,(u). 
Proof. As before, we may assume that m = 1, s = 0, N = 2, and P is of 
the form in Proposition 3.2. By using Theorem A.4 for all the terms in the 
expansion of A, we obtain that A E Cm (R, e,). Since (T(A) # 0 at w0 E C, , 
we may conjugate with a suitable elliptic system in C”(R, !P&) to obtain 
that Au z u, E H,,, in a conical neighborhood U of wO, for some E > 0. 
Then, we find rcI(WF~,,(u)) = WF(,,(u,) in U. By shrinking U and decreas- 
ing E, we may assume Pu E H,,, in U, which gives Qu = ‘PcOPu E H,, ~ ,, 
there. Since qzl = [PI,, Px] E C”(R, Op S(m, g)), we find qz2u2E HcE,--lI 
in U. Similarly, we find P,,u, E H,, _ 1) in U. Since the result holds on ,Z’, 
we only have to prove that u2 E H(,, at (t, x,; 0, tO)~ U n C, for t < to, 
implies u2 E H(,, at (tO,xo;O, to)=wo. 
Thus, assume that u2 E H(,, at (t, x,; 0, tO)e U nC, when t < to. 
As before, we may assume that (8.1) holds for u2, P,,u,, and q22u, 
with 6 <min(p, E). Then 5 #O in WF(u,), and Lemma 3.9 gives q22u,, 
Pzzu,~H~,,_,, in 7c0(UnEz) and u,EH;,, at (t,x,,5,,)En0(UnZ,) for 
tct,. Since P,,gDD,modC”(R,OpS(m,g)), we find Dtu,~H;,,-,, at 
(6 x0, t;,)EzO(UnC,) when t<to. This gives 
(u~,~t~~)l,=.~H;o,xH;o,~~) at (x0, to), (8.21) 
for almost all r < to, close to to. Proposition 7.1 (with N = 1 and Q = qz2) 
gives u2 E Hi,, at (to, x0, to), and Lemma 3.9 gives u2 E H(,, at 
(to, x0; 0, 50). I 
9. THE NON-TANGENTIAL CASE 
Now we shall study the case when no lifting of NA n Jlrp 1 z2 is tangent to 
a limit Hamilton orbit. Then, the transport equations are non- 
homogeneous, the terms are in S(1, g). We shall start by making an 
invariant definition of this symbol class. 
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DEFINITION 9.1. Let Q E T*X\O be an involutive, conical manifold, 
and let 06 v d 1. We define S;,. as the set of a(.~, 5)~ C=(T*X\O) 
satisfying 
IL, . ..L.V, ... v,a(x,5)16C,,(5)“+k”~v), bk (9.1) 
for any normalized, homogeneous vector fields L, and I’,, such that 
Liln E TSZ for i= 1, . . . . j. 
Clearly, the order of differentiation does not matter in (9.1), because 
commutators will never raise k. We find Sg, ,, G Sr, ~ “, and outside a con- 
ical neighborhood of 52, we obtain the symbol classes S;fO. The definition 
of SE,, is independent of the choice of homogeneous, symplectic coor- 
dinates. Choosing coordinates as in Proposition 3.1, we get back the earlier 
symbol classes, according to the following 
LEMMA 9.2. Assume the homogeneous coordinates in T*X\O are chosen, 
so that 
Q= {(x, ()E T*X\O: t’=O}, (9.2) 
where 5 = ([‘, 5”) E R”’ x Rn2. Then, we find Sz,,, = S( (l)“, g,,), where 
g,(dx,&)= ldx12+ I&‘12/((5>“+ lt’l)‘+ l&“12/<5>2 at (4 5). 
(9.3) 
Proof: The homogeneous vector fields on T*(R”’ x R”2), are generated 
by a, and 151 at. The ones tangent to 52, are spanned by a,, ) rl a,.,, and 
tj atk where j, k < n,. This immediately gives S( ( g )“, g,) E S;, “. 
To prove the other inclusion, we take a E S;l,,. When It’1 < c( 5)” we 
find 
l(1’~’ Ia; a;: a;: a(x, 01 6 c MY (<)m+‘y’l+u), IYI = IY’I + Iv”l7 
thus aES((<)m, g,) there. When 15’1 >c(t)” we find 
for suitable choices of vector fields. This gives aE S( (t)“, g,), and 
completes the proof. 1 
In the case when Q=Z,= {z=O A r’=O}, p=k,/(k,+l)>i, and the 
symbols are independent of r, we find that S&+ = C”(R, S( 1, g)) when 
ItI d C( 15’1 + (5)“) according to (3.9). We shall define new polarization 
sets, with respect to these symbol classes. 
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DEFINITION 9.3. Assume that u E g’(X, C”), 4 < p < 1 and C, is a fixed 
conical, involutive manifold. We say that (w,, zO) $ WF;$(u) E T*Xx C”’ if 
there exists a conical neighborhood U of wO, and a~ S’&, such that 
LY(x, D) 24 EH,,, and 
I44 0% >c>o (9.4) 
when (x, {) E U and 151 2 1. Here a” is the Weyl operator, see [7, 
Sect. 18.51. 
It is clear that WF$(U) is closed and conical. Now S( 1, g,) c SE,Oc 
$1 -PC’. so the usual calculus applies to S( 1, g,) since 4 <p < 1. Now 
cI , ~~ is invariant under homogeneous, coordinates transformations. If a 
Wkyl operator has symbol in SE,, pp, f < p < 1, then conjugation with 
elliptic, homogeneous Fourier integral operators leaves the symbol 
invariant, modulo SE ;$)‘* E S, :fV, according to [6, Theorem 9.11. 
Thus, Definition 9.3 is independent of the choice of homogeneous ymplec- 
tic coordinates. By choosing coordinates so that Z, = { <’ = 0}, we obtain 
an asymptotic expansion for the calculus, according to Lemma 9.2. By 
copying [2, Proof of Proposition 2.51, we obtain 
dWF~;$(u)\O) = WF,,,(u), (9.5) 
where rcr: T*Xx CN++ T*X is the projection along the fiber. Since 
sY,o E s&L” and a”za(x, D) mod !i’-’ when UE Sy,, by [7, Theorem 
lS.S.lO], we find 
WF “,.,“,(u) E WF ;,,(u). 
Now, we shall prove the propagation result in the non-tangential case. Let 
0 #D be the Hamilton field of C, and exp(tD) the Hamilton flow, t E R. 
THEOREM 9.4. Let PE Yzg be an N x N system of uniuxiul type at 
w0 EC,, and let A E e,,g be a 1 x N system, such that the dimension of the 
fiber of NTa n J$ is equal to 1 at wO. Assume that no lifting of JV~ n Jl/rp Iz’2 
is tangent to a limit Hamilton orbit at wO. Let UE W(X, C”) satisfy 
min(& + m - 1, s,* + p) > s at w,,, where p = k,/(k, + l), and k, is gioen by 
(2.1). If s;, > s in exp(tD) for t < 0, close to 0, then WF:$(u) EN, n J& 
at w(J. 
The condition means that, for any lifting of NA n Mp IX2 to Z’, x CN, 
either it is not in a.,VLu ~JV: at w,,, or it is not tangent to the limit 
Hamilton orbit through the lifting at wO. By Proposition 8.11 and 
Theorem 8.1, we find that u E H(,) in C, near w,,, since NA n N-, does not 
contain any Hamilton orbits there. 
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Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 8.1, we may assume that s = 0, 
m = 1, N= 2, and P is of the form in Proposition 3.2. Also we may assume 
that PUGH,,, and UE H,,+I,, in a conical neighborhood U of us0 = 
(0, x 0; 0, to) E Zz, and Au 2 U, E H,Ej in Un {r<O}= K, for some e>O. 
Let pii=o(P,,), p,,=a(P,), where P,= [P,*, P22]~CZ(R, ‘Pi,,). As in 
the proof of Theorem 8.4, Proposition 6.1 gives P,u, E H,,, ,) in U , 
VP < E. Now MA n .,I$ Iz2 has fiber spanned by ‘(0, l), and no lifting of 
JV~ n .A$lz, is tangent to a limit Hamilton orbit. Thus, we may shrink U 
to obtain 
IP12(W)12 + IPo(W)12 2Mw)12 in U, (9.6) 
by Proposition 4.4. As in the proof of Theorem 8.1, we may assume that 
(8.1) holds with 6 <min(s/2, p). Then t #O in WF(u), and Lemma 3.9 
gives 
in n,( U_ n C,). We also obtain that u E Hi --yJ, Pu E Hi,,, Qu E Hi, ~ 1J in 
q,( U n Z,), where Q = ‘P’“P. We find 
at (x,, lo), for almost all r < 0. With q,l = P,, P,, - P,,P,, , we obtain as 
before 
4,1U,~PP,% mod Hi, ~ l) in n,( U n 2,). (9.8) 
We shall also derive an equation for P,u,. 
First, we assume that (5.9) is equal to 0 when 15’1 < C( <)p’, for C > 0 
large enough. Since m is bounded when /[‘I d C( op, we obtain from 
Proposition 5.3 that 
ccl229 PO1 =&+A,P,,+A,, (9.9) 
if qz2 = P,, P,, - P,, P,,. Here A, E C”(R, Op S(m’, g)) has support where 
It’12 CC5 >“‘, A, E Cm@, OP S(h> g)) and A, E Cm(R, Op S(m, g)). Now 
we need the following 
LEMMA 9.5. Assume that (9.6) holds, and A E C”(R, Op S(m2, g)) has 
symbol supported in I<‘1 2 C( 5)” for C > 0 large enough. Then we may find 
Bi E C”(R, Op S(m, g)), j = 0, 1, so that 
A E B,P, + B, P,, mod C”(R, Op S(h, g)) in U. (9.10) 
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Since qz2u2s [P,,, I’,,] uI modH&,,, UEH;&,) and PuEH;,,, in 
rt,,( U n C,), (9.9)-(9.10) gives immediately 
(922 -&I) PI92 = (PoCP2I,P,,l-A,P,,-B1P,,)u, mod ff;, -2) 
(9.11) 
in zO( Un Z2), with suitable B,, B, E C”(R, Op .S(m, g)). Let the operator 
1~ Cm(R, Op S(m-‘, g)) satisfy a(A) =m-‘. We find that (9.7k(9.8) and 
(9.11) forms a Cauchy problem for (u,, 1P,u,), with a 2 x 2 system 0 
satisfying the conditions (7.1)-(7.3). Proposition 7.1 gives (ui, IzP0u2) E Hi,, 
at 7c0(w0), proving the result in this case by Lemma 3.9, since WF$$U) G 
WFo,,,W 
Now if (5.9) is not equal to 0 when 15’1 < C( [)“, we make the base 
change (5.2) with 9 E Cm(R, S( 1, g)) E C”(R, SE,,). Since 6 <p, this does 
not change (8.1) by Lemma 3.9. Since the condition o(qjj)=T2-b2 is 
preserved, we may still use Proposition 7.1. Putting (5.9) equal to 0 modulo 
C”(R, S(hm’, g)) when ll’l <C(t)“, means solving a 4th order non- 
linear ordinary differential equation according to (5.6). By a partition of 
unity with respect to the metric g, we may solve this equation with 
8, E C”(R, S(l, g)) satisfying 
for fixed r < 0. This can be done uniformly for small r < 0, in a fixed t inter- 
val. In fact, m is bounded in this domain, so by introducing g orthonormal 
coordinates locally, we obtain a uniformly bounded family of ordinary dif- 
ferential equations. Since the Cauchy data (9.7) only depends on Djtl Jtzr 
for j< 3, we obtain the result for u, = (cos(8,) I + sin(0,) L) U. In fact, the 
value of the symbol of PO at (t = r), modulo C”(R, S(hm2, g)), is deter- 
mined by the values of D<@ f = r for j< 2, according to (5.6). Thus, we 
obtain that cos(B,) U, + sin(B,) u2 E H(,, at wO. By letting r + 0, we find that 
the corresponding solutions 8, +O at {t=O}. Now, ~,EC”(R, S(l, g))c 
%.r only when IzI < C(l5’1 + (0”) Because of (8.1), we can use a parti- 
tion of unity in S& ~ to obtain 0,E S’&,. Since WFt$(u) is closed, this 
proves the result. i 
Proof of Lemma 9.5. Let M= P,* P, + Pr2P,, E Cm(R, Op S(m’, g)), 
then we obtain from (9.6) that o(M) > cm2 when 15’1 2 C( 0” in V, for C 
large enough. Let 4~ C”(R) satisfy 4(s) = 1 when IsI 6 1. We have 
x(E) = $(15’l/C(5 >“) E C”!R, S(1, g)), since dx is supported, where 
15’1 z (5)“. Then we can find EEC~(R, Op S(m-‘, g)) such that 
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EM% 1 -x(D) mod C”(R, Op S(hN, g)), VN in U. If the support of the 
symbol of A is contained in the set where x = 0, we find 
AzA(1 -x(D))zAEM mod C “(R, Op S(h”, g)), VN. 
Since AEE CSC(R, Op S( 1, g)), this proves the lemma. 1 
APPENDIX: PREPARATION THEOREMS FOR SYSTEMS 
We shall prove a preparation theorem for systems, generalizing the 
Malgrange preparation theorem. We are going to modify the proofs in 
[7, Sect. 7.53. In what follows, let P(t, B) = t Id, + B, where BE divN = 
2’(CN, CN) z R 2N2 is a complex N x N matrix. Let IBI = det B be the 
determinant of B, and let llBl[ be the matrix norm. We are going to 
divide matrix valued analytic functions with matrix valued (first order) 
polynomials. Let w be an open set in C, let G(t) be analytic in 0 with 
values in YN, and assume IP( t, B)j # 0 on &U E C’. Then 
where 
G(t) = Q(t) J’(t, B) + R, tEO, (A.11 
Q(t) = (27ci)-’ c,,, G(s) P(s, B)-’ (s-t)-’ ds, tEO, (A.2) 
and 
R= (27ci)-’ j” G(s) P(s, B)-’ (P(s, B) - P(t, B))(s- t)-’ ds 
aw 
= (2ni)-’ j- G(s) P(s, B)-’ ds (A.3) 
aw 
is constant. The remainder R is uniquely determined by the condition that 
RP(t, B)- ’ is analytic when t $ w. In fact, it is easy to see that (A.3) gives 
RP(t, B)-‘= -(2+j G(s) P(s, B)-‘(s--)-Ids, t$a 
JW 
which is analytic in Cw. The uniqueness of R follows, since (A.1 ) implies 
that 
when t E o. If RP(s, B) ~’ is analytic in Co we may push the integration 
contour to infinity in the second integral. Since the integrand is O(lsl -2) 
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we obtain (A.2). Now we want to make the division in a small strip around 
R, with uniform bounds. 
LEMMA A.l. Let G(t) be a bounded analytic function in {t EC: 
IIm tI <E} with values in YN. Then, we can find Q’(t, B, G) E C”(R x R2@) 
and R”(B, G) E Cm(RZNZ), with values in TN and depending linearly on G(t), 
such that 
G(t) = Q’(t, B, G) P(t, B) + R”(B, G) if IIBII < 1. (A.4) 
We also have the following estimates 
Il8;aP,Q”(t, B,G)ll~C,pM~-‘~“~N”B’+l) (A.5) 
Ilc?$R”(B, G)ll 6 CBM~pN(‘B’+l), (A.6) 
where A4 = sup { I/ G(s) II : I Im s[ < E} and the constants are independent of E. 
Proof This will be an adaptation of [7, Proof of Lemma 7.5.3]. Let 
A E TN, and assume IlAll < 1. First we choose j with 1 Gj< N+ 1, such 
that 
IfYt, A)l fO when IIm tl -& -c~(~+~). (A.7) 
This is possible, since t H det P(t, A) only has N zeroes. Let w be the 
rectangle {s: IIm s( < sj/(N+ 2), IRe sl < 2) and let w, be the union of this 
rectangle and a congruent one centered at Re t. Then (A.1 ) is satisfied 
when IIm tl < c/2(N+ 2) with 
Q(t)= (2ni))’ [ G(s) P(s, A))’ (s-t))’ ds, (A.81 
J awl 
and 
R= (2ni))‘s G(s) P(s, A)-’ ds. 
aw 
(A.9) 
In fact, we have 1 tl < 1 when IP(t, A)[ = 0. Because of (A.7), we find 
IIP(s, A))‘11 <C&KN on aw,~a~. (A.lO) 
This gives the estimates 
IlQ(t)ll < CMcN-’ when IIm tl < E/~(N+ 2) 
IlRll < CA~E-~. 
(A.ll) 
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Now we shall perturb the coefficients of P. Since /det P(s, A)1 3 c? on 
&ou&o,, we find Jdet P(s, B)I 3ceN/2 there, if IIB- AlI dc,cN. Thus, by 
using (A.S)-(A.9) for P(t, B) we obtain (A.4) with Q’= Q and R” = R, 
when (I B- AI/ d C~E~. Clearly, Q and R are analytic functions of B. We 
easily obtain the estimates (A.5))(A.6) when (Im tl <~/2(N+2) and 
JIB- AlI < cOcN. 
Next, take a suitable partition of unity ( Y’,(X)} in CN’ 2 R2N’, for exam- 
ple, the one in [ 7, Theorem 1.4.61, and put Q,(X) = Y, ( X/C& “). If c is small 
enough (independently of E), we obtain IIX- YII < cOsN if X, YE supp Qj, 
Vj. By doing the above construction with Ajs supp @, n {X: IIXII < 1 }, we 
obtain the functions Q,E and RI”. By taking Q’ = 1, QjQ,E and R” = c, QjR;, 
we obtain the result. 1 
Using Lemma A.1 instead of [7, Lemma 7.5.31, [7, Proof of Theorem 
7.5.41 immediately gives the following result. 
PROPOSITION A.2. Let G(t) E Y(R) have values in 9n. Then we can find 
Q(t, B, G)E Cm(R x R2N2) and R(B, G)E Cm(R2N2), with values in YN and 
depending linearly on G(t), such that (A.4) holds with Q and R instead of Q’ 
and R”. Also, we have the following estimates 
IIC aa,Qk 4 WI G Cm, j (IIGII + lIG”‘ll) & j=3+a+N(lfll+l) 
(A.12) 
Il%W, GIlI G C, j. (IIGII + IIG”‘ll) 4 j=z+N(IpI + 1). 
Now, we can prove the following generalization of the Malgrange 
preparation theorem. 
THEOREM A.3. Let F(t, x) be a C” function of (t, x) in a neighborhood 
of the origin in Rx R” with values in YN, satisfying 
F(0, 0) = 0, ld,F(o, ON Z 0. (A.13) 
Then we may factorize 
F( t, x) = C( t, x)( t Id, + B(x)) (A.14) 
near the origin, where C and B are C” functions with values in YN. We also 
find ( C(0, 0)/f 0 and B(0) = 0. Zf F . IS real (matrix) valued, we may choose 
C and B real (matrix) valued. 
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Proof Since the result is local, we may assume FE CF. By continuity 
and linearity, we obtain C” dependence of parameters in Proposition A.2. 
Thus we find 
F(t, xl = Q(t, x, B) P(t, B) + Nx, B) 
near (0, 0,O) E R x R” x R2NZ, where Q and R are C” functions. By taking 
x=0 and B=O we obtain 
F(t, 0) = Q(t, 0, O)r + NO, 01, 
which implies 1 Q(0, 0,O)l # 0 and R(0, 0) = 0. Differentiation wih respect o 
B when B= 0 and x=0, gives 
O=d,Q(t,O,O)t+Q(t,O,O)dB+d,R(O,O). 
Since lQ(0, 0,O)l # 0, we find that the differential of the mapping BH R is 
bijective at (0,O). By the implicit function theorem, the equation 
R(x, B) = 0 defines a unique function B(x) E C”‘(R”) with values in L&,, 
near the origin such that B(0) = 0. By taking C(t, x) = Q(t, x, B(x)) we 
obtain (A.14). When F(t, x) is real, we may take Q and R real, and use the 
implicit function theorem with BE RN*. 1 
We also need the following generalization of the division theorem. 
THEOREM A.4. Let F(t, x) satisfy the hypothesis in Theorem A.3. Zf 
G(t, x) is C” function in a neighborhood of the origin in R x R” with values 
in .2&, then we can write 
G(t, x) = Q(t, x) F(t, x) + R(x) (A.15) 
near the origin, with C” functions Q and R. 
Proof We may assume that 
F(t, x) = t Id, + B(x) = P(t, B(x)) 
by Theorem A.3. Since it is no restriction to assume G( t, x) E CF , the state- 
ment follows from Proposition A.2, since we have C” dependence on the 
parameters. 1 
In the preparation theorems, we have only done right division by matrix 
valued polynomials. By taking transposes we also obtain the results for left 
divisions. 
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